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FORWARD 

This history was written as my gift to Tuck on the event of his retirement from 
teaching, a recording of what he has accomplished since we moved to South Bend in 
1971. He turned 32 that first autumn at Indiana University South Bend, and now another 
32 years have passed. The university has shared the most capable and energetic half 
of Tuck's life. 

As an unofficial participant in the growth of the sculpture program, I have the 
inside, unofficial story. As the family historian, a role I inherited from my mother, I am 
accustomed to recording names and dates, keeping photo albums and scrapbooks, and 
writing family stories. It is natural, therefore, that I should feel the urge to write the story 
of Tuck's years at IUSB. 

Tuck developed the sculpture program into what it is today, an undergraduate 
program with an unofficial graduate program hidden inside it. But it isn't just a series of 
classes; it is an extended family of sculptors. Alongside the traditional family, in which 
people range from young to old, this family ranges from novice to experienced, from 
'wannabe' to emerging artist. The experienced artist helps the novice and grows in the 
process. When family members grow up and leave, they are always welcome 'home' at 
the Wayne Street Studio. 

Many people have experienced a segment of this story, but only Tony Droege,
Tuck and I have lived through the entire thing. Much of this has had to be reconstructed 
from memory, so please forgive any errors. They are not intentional. Also, you should 
know that the narrative concerning happenings before our arrival has been surmised 
from conversations. 

A special thanks is due to our daughters, Tori and Susan, for editing and offering 
valuable suggestions. Like the family of sculptors at the Wayne Street Studio, our 
primary family unit of young and old has learned to cooperate and grow together. 
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AN EMERGING DEPARTMENT ATTRACTS EMERGING ARTISTS: 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ART DEPARTMENT 
AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND 

Although Dr. Herman B Wells was only 36 when he was appointed president of 
Indiana University in 1937,he had a vision that would transform not just Indiana 
University but the life of most Hoosiers. He wanted to serve and educate Indiana's 
citizens closer to their homes by establishing eight branches of the university around the 
state. By 1940, he had empowered an IU campus in South Bend. 

In 1964, Dr. Lester Wolfson, then an English professor on the Gary campus, was 
asked to head the South Bend campus. At that time, the campus included only 
Northside Hall plus purchased properties: the Huckins building (soon renovated to 
become Greenlawn), and some nearby houses. 

Like Dr. Wells, Dr. Wolfson was also a man of vision. While he wanted the South 
Bend campus to offer a full range of standard academic courses, he was particularly 
aware of the richness provided by the arts. In his first address to the faculty September 
19, 1964, Dr. Wolfson said, "We must use every legitimate way we can to convince our 
students that drama and film and painting and music are necessary complements to 
what they read in their literature classes, and the means to the harmonious development 
of their highest affective powers." He expressed hope that 'our splendid theater will 
soon prove too small, rather than too large." He believed in the arts, and he wanted arts 
programs to grow alongside all the other academic programs. 

When Dr. Wolfson took charge of the IUSB campus, there were only twenty-two 
full-time professors, including a painter and a sculptor. By his second year (1965), Dr. 
Wolfson had added music lecturer Robert Demaree Jr., who was working on his 
doctorate at the time, and theater professor Dr. Warren Pepperdine. Both these people 
created strong departments and enriched the lives of students and area residents until 
their retirement. 

The following year, 1966, the Fine Arts department got an equally strong leader. 
Dr. Wolfson hired the most visible local artist in the community, one with administrative 
experience, a degree in art history, and a lifetime of studio art to his credit. He asked the 
director of the South Bend Art Center, Harold Zisla, to chair the art department. 

HAROLD ZISLA, MA 
Harold Zisla understood the importance of art history in a studio department. He 

knew that it could elevate studio art classes from 'how-to' sessions to opportunities to 
address the questions of what and why. With a knowledge of art history, students could 
place themselves in the continuum of that history to figure out what their art should be 
about and what purpose it was to serve. Harold wanted to hire an art historian who 
understood studio art, and studio artists who understood art history. 

He had a vision of what studio classes in a community university should offer in 
order to serve the area. The 'in' thing at that time was conceptual art, where students 
shows might have bags of clay dumped on the floor for the audience to walk through or 
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balloons filled with helium that gradually fell to the ground before the exhibit was ended. 
From his years at the Art Center, Harold was aware that area high school students with 
artistic talent wanted to advance those skills, not branch off into conceptual art. His goal 
was to create a department that could teach actual skills - drawing, painting, 
printmaking, welding, carving. 

When the two current art faculty members failed to get tenure, Harold advertised 
in the College Art Association bulletin for a painter and a sculptor and drove to the 
conference in Chicago to interview potential candidates. 

After interviewing dozens of candidates, Harold called out of his hotel room to 
those still waiting in the hallway, "Will the next person please come in?" A young painter 
with wild curly hair crawled through the doorway, dragging his portfolio behind him. 
Perhaps his body ached after sitting on the floor for two hours. Whatever the reason, 
Tony Droege's entrance made Harold laugh heartily. He already liked this guy, and the 
work in the portfolio confirmed that he had finally found his painting professor. 

"Do you know a sculpture who can actually DO something?" he asked the 
painter. 

Tony mentioned his colleague at Murray State University, Tuck Langland, who 
liked to model, cast bronze, weld, and sometimes carve wood or stone. When Tony got 
home to Murray, he told Tuck to send in his slides to South Bend right away. The year 
was 1971. 

ANTHONY DROEGE, MFA, Iowa 
HAROLD (TUCK) LANGLAND, MFA Minnesota 

Tony and his wife loaded two huge moving vans, one with household 
possessions and the other with his paintings, and moved to Western Avenue in South 
Bend. Meanwhile, Tuck moved with his young family, including a new baby, from rural 
Kentucky to a farmhouse in Granger. Granger was so far out in the country in 1971 that 
the phone company had to lay new wires in order to give them a private line. After 
converting the bam and stables behind their 1860 farmhouse into a studio, Tuck turned 
his attention to his new job at the university. 

WHY DID THEY MOVE? 

Tuck and Tony were already part of the large, vibrant art department at Murray 
State University .. Besides drawing, painting, and sculpture, the department offered 
fabrics, ceramics, furniture making and commercial art. Tony was one of a group of 
painting professors, and Tuck was in charge of a sculpture program that had everything, 
including bronze casting. The facilities were good and getting better. Murray's new art 
building was under construction and would be habitable in less than a year. Also, 
Murray State already gave a BA degree in art and MA in sculpture or painting. With a 
program that good, why would they leave? 

Why would they go to IUSB, a school with only one art classroom, one office for 
the three of them to share, where sculpture was taught in a living room,all on a campus 
that did not offer degrees in art? When things don't seem to add up, the answer is 



always the same: people. Harold Zisla was relaxed and reasonable, the kind of person 
to whom both Tuck and Tony could relate, and he was willing to help them get whatever 
they needed to build a program. In addition there was Lester Wolfson, the chancellor 
who supported the arts. The promise of being able to build their own programs, flanked 
by supportive and amicable colleagues like Zisla and Wolfson appealed to these two 
young and adventurous artists. 

With good people to work with, in a school that wanted and valued them, they 
would be happy. Bot Tuck and Tony knew that, over time, they could acquire the tools 
and facilities they needed to develop a good art program. In short, IUSB had promise. 
A new addition to Northside Hall was in progress, and in it, the architects were including 
spaces for painting, drawing, sculpture, ceramics and printmaking as well as art history. 
They would also have a secretary and a slide library. In only one year the building 
would be finished, and the department would have a home. 

Another good thing: Indiana University allowed life drawing and life modeling 
from nudes, whereas Murray had insisted that the models wear bikini underwear. As 
students, both Tuck and Tony had used the nude model, and teaching the figure without 
one was like learning to use a computer using only a chalkboard. The straightforward 
acceptance of nude models at IUSB made them feel comfortable. Without hesitation, 
they both accepted the jobs offered to them. Life was looking very, very good. 

WHEN THEY ARRIVED 

The art department already had a good foundation when Tuck and Tony arrived. 
There was a variety of courses - art history, art appreciation, drawing, design, painting, 
sculpture, printmaking, art education - most of them taught by the best people in the 
community. There was already a core of students eager to learn more about art. What 
it lacked was a vibrant core of full-time professors to propel the program forward. It 
needed to go from local to national in outlook. Tuck and Tony, with Harold's help, 
needed to improve on what existed and take the department to the next level. A new 
chapter for the university's art program was about to be written. 
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THE ART DEPARTMENT EXPANDS 
1971 - 1974 

GETTING STARTED 

While Tony and Harold worked out the details of sharing a single painting and 
drawing dassroom in Greenlawn Hall, Tuck went to look at his sculpture facility. 
Whatever it looked like, he knew it would only be temporary. By next year both 20 and 
3D dasses would have specialized space in the Northside Hall addition. For now, 
sculpture would be taught in two adjacent houses on 20th Street. Tuck did a walk-
through to assess the equipment and make out a wish list. The former didn't take long. 
Assets: a few rusty, plaster-encrusted hammers, six battered modeling stands, a small 
bucket of dried out clay, a few cut-off boards, and no furniture, not even one chair. The 
wish list took a lot of paper and considerably more thought. 

Tony had the bare basics for drawing and painting: easels and students. There 
were no tabarets, no objects to use for still life, but Tony's dass could survive for a while. 
It was Tuck's sculpture program that needed immediate help. Harold Zisla dedicated 
much of his budget and found additional money with which to buy modeling day, and the 
students bought their own modeling tools. To keep materials cost down for the students, 
everything was done with plaster, which, at that time, cost less than three dollars a bag. 

Another monetary consideration was the budget for models, which would now 
have to be divided by three dasses drawing, painting and sculpture. 

A FIGURATIVE ART DEPARTMENT 

It was about this time that Harold Zisla had an inspiration for his department. He 
wanted to make IUSB the best figurative art department in the area. Tuck gave up his 
occasional welded and abstract work and concentrated on the figure to further this goal, 
and the three artists produced numerous portraits. 

THREE ARTISTS, THREE VIEWS, a faculty exhibition 1973 

All the portraiture being produced gave Tuck's wife, Janice, an idea: why not 
have Tuck, Tony, and Harold all make portraits of one another and of the three wives for 
a show. The three artists would each present their own view of the six subjects. Harold 
approached the South Bend Art Center and the show was scheduled. Each artist would 
make a minimum of six pieces, one of each person, though they could do more. In 
January 1973, Three Artists, Three Views opened at the Art Center with 57 pieces of 
artwork. It seemed like all the South Bend art crowd was at the opening. They marveled 
at how easy it was to tell which artist had created each portrait. No two looked alike, and 
yet they looked like the subject. 
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HAROLD ZISLA AS MENTOR 

Harold Zisla, in his early forties at the time, was a mentor to young Tuck and 
Tony who were on either side of thirty years old. Harold's humor, his knowledge of art 
history, and his outgoing personality made him a beloved celebrity in town, and he cared 
enough for the two young men he had hired to help them in every way. He shared his 
university office with them and gave them increasing responsibilities as they became 
more capable within that new environment. They were invited to dinners at his house, 
introduced to good people about town, trusted, and befriended. It was a time of growth 
for the younger artists and for the department. Every year brought advances in their 
careers and improvements in the art department. 

SOLO EXHIBITIONS 

The first thing Harold Zisla did was to arrange for both Tuck and Tony to have 
solo exhibitions at the South Bend Art Center so the community could get to know them 
and their artwork. Tony's exhibition, his very first solo show, opened in the fall of 1971, 
and Tuck's took place in spring 1972. 

Looking back, Tuck's exhibition was an odd mixture: cast bronze portraits, 
welded and painted steel abstractions, cast organic abstractions, and walls covered with 
drawings. It was not the cohesive exhibition he would have today. It was as if Tuck 
hadn't yet found his voice, or perhaps his interests were too broad for the 32 year old to 
have specialized in one of them. He was still open to experimentation across a broad 
spectrum. 

JURYING SHOWS, GIVING LECTURES 

Harold Zisla was often asked to jury local art shows, and he was a popular public 
speaker, but soon he shared these opportunities to interact in the regional art world with 
his younger professors. 

Harold also had his own television series about art, so he invited each of them to 
be his guests on one of the shows. Later, when Notre Dame radio approached Harold 
about doing a thirteen week show on the arts, he declined, but he passed on Tuck's 
name as a possibility. Tuck, who loves to partidpate in all aspects of the arts, from art, 
music, theater and dance to poetry and creative writing, gladly accepted. Tuck generally 
invited a guest and had a discussion about an aspect of the arts. For instance, choral 
director Wayne Abercrombie joined him in a discussion of music. Then Tuck tried 
something unusual. He had heard a radio program in which two people were looking at 
a picture in a book. From what they said, he sensed that picture and appreciated it, 
even though he couldn't actually see it. As an experiment, Tuck invited Harold Zisla to 
join him on the radio to do an art slide show and lecture. And it worked I 

Growing out of this experience, in October 1974, WSBT-TV invited Tuck and 
Harold to create a 13 week series about the state of art in the community. They called it 
One Sense Beyond. 
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Because Harold Zisla and Tuck (whose real name is Harold) worked so well 
together, they drew a great crowd at the Art Center for The Harold & Harold Show in 
which they lectured and did portraits of one another. 

In December 1974, the two of them presented a five-session art series at the 
South Bend Art Center, discussing the art of Holland, Paris and London and Tuck's 
specialty, French and English Gothic architecture. Once again, the art community was 
helping one another. The art center had been good to IUSB, and they were now giving 
back. This mutual cooperation continued for years. 

ART APPRECIATION 

In those first years, Harold challenged Tuck to take on more and more 
responsibilities. The first one was to teach art appreciation, a dass that would normally 
be taught by an art historian rather than a sculptor, but their art historian at that time was 
part time and could only teach one dass a semester. They needed Dr. MarjOrie Kinsey 
to teach more advanced dasses for art majors, like the History of Western Art, and art 
appreciation was for non-majors. 

At first, Tuck didn't feel comfortable about the idea, but when Harold said that 
being able to teach such an essential class would make him more valuable to the 
university in case the demand for sculpture dass diminished, Tuck decided to give it a 
go. He spent a summer reviewing his art history books and reading more about each 
period. This level of study continued every semester over the many years that he 
lectured. 

CHAIRMAN CHANGES 

A second challenge came in 1974 after Tuck was promoted to associate 
professor and granted tenure. Tenure qualifies a professor to be on special university 
committees. It also opens up the possibility of a leadership role as department 
chairman. Almost as soon as Tuck received news of his tenure, Harold Zisla asked him 
to take over as chairman of the art department. Harold had done it for many years, and 
he would be glad to hand it over. Tuck accepted. 

Later, when people congratulated Tuck on his advancement to chairman, he 
would say, "Suppose three guys are walking up the hill, and one of the guys is carrying a 
heavy bucket. If you take the bucket from him. Is it an honor to take your turn carrying 
the heavy load?" 

Back then, there was no advantage to being a chairman except a theoretical bit 
of released time. The department was too small to allow released time without hurting 
the program, so no one ever took it. On top of his annual overload, Tuck added the 
responsibilities of the chair. 

Eight years later (1982) Tony carried the bucket. Each of these professors 
advanced the department in -different ways, according to their own particular skills. 
Harold Zisla, the people person, assembled a group of talented artists and gave them 
free rein to build their own areas. Tuck, the word person,established degrees, grants, 
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and exchanges. Tony was best with money, so he systemized the way the department 
dealt with money and worked out a budget. Later, printmaker Alan Larkin would take the 
reins and develop the department organizationally, an especially important job at that 
time (1990), as the department was larger and needed more organization. Between 
Alan's two stints as chairman, Dr. Ben Withers, the art historian educated at the 
University of Chicago, added an understanding of university politics and procedures to 
the role of the art department within the new political structure of the university. 
Although each man had been hired because of his ability in art, they had to use their 
other talents as chairmen. Only the gift of creative thinking served both roles. 

NEW ART DEGREES 

Soon after Tuck became chairman, Harold suggested that Tuck write a proposal 
to allow IUSB to give its own BA in fine arts. At that time, an art student could study at 
IUSB for up to three years, but they were required to spend their fourth year in residence 
at Bloomington to get an Indiana University degree from Bloomington. Most IUSB art 
majors got a waiver to this rule because couldn't leave their jobs and families for a year. 
Harold had tried unsuccessfully in the past to get the degree from the IUSB campus, but 
the art department was now in a better position and and he hoped a new attempt might 
now prove successful. By 1975, the first area student graduated with a SA in art from 
IUSB. 

In the eighties, Tuck worked collaboratively with Indiana Vocational & Technical 
College to propose they give a joint IUSB-Ivy Tech BFA degree. Ivy Tech art credits 
would count at IUSB so that students who had finished Ivy Tech's program could 
continue their education at IUSB to get a degree. Conversely, IUSB art students who 
wanted to take the specialized dasses that Ivy Tech offered - welding, commercial art, 
computer design - could get credit for doing so. The Trustees accepted the idea but 
didn't fund it, so the collaboration never got off the ground. 

Creative thinking was essential in order to answer students' requests for a more 
advanced degree. Soon Tuck came up with another proposal. Knowing that, because 
of budget restraints, a proposal for a new Bachelor of Fine Arts degree would likely be 
quickly dismissed, Tuck titled his new request (in bold across the top of the page): THE 
ZERO DOLLAR BFA. It was an offer too good to refuse. Within a few days, the 
department announced the availability of a BFA at IUSB. 

Tuck had also written a proposal for a Masters in Fine Arts back in the nineties, 
but it was never passed. A master's program requires individual studios for each 
student, which the art department, indeed the burgeoning campus, could not handle. 

Right now, the art department is suffering growing pains. As our culture employs 
more and more artists to design products and packaging, to provide the visuals for TV, 
DVD, movies and the web, to illustrate the increasing number of books and magazines 
printed, and to change America's cityscapes with sculpture, the demands on the art 
department increase. What is in short supply is space, adequate budgets, and support 
staff. It is time for these things to catch up to the program before further growth is 
allowed. The MFA will have to wait, but it shouldn't wait long. 



On top of this, there is the need to Interpret our culture for future citizens. That's 
why art history is such an important component of an art degree. By studying the past 
through its art, we become aware that today's art must interpret teday's feelings about 
humanity, diversity, the role of women, how we treat one another, what we value, what is 
important to us. Art tells us who we are. 
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THE ART DEPARTMENT GETS STRONGER 

1975 to present 

While the narrative about the sculpture program, the actual subject of this history, 
continues in the next chapter, the need to put sculpture into a context compels me to 
complete a brief history of the art department. Beginning in 1975, several important 
additions to the art faculty helped improve the weight and quality of the IUSB art degree. 

A FULL TIME ART HISTORIAN 1975 

A university art program is not the same as an art college that only teaches 
studio skills. University students need to study art history so they can understand where 
their profession comes from and figure out their role in it. It is also good for students to 
have the option of following their love of art down different corridors, not just into the 
studio, but into the museums and archaeological studies of art through the ages. It was 
essential for a rounded art program that the first additional full time art faculty member 
be an art historian with a doctorate in art. The department preferred one who was also a 
studio artist, because they believed that person would complement the strong studio 
department. The first art historian Tuck hired was Dr. Jack Brewer, now deceased, who 
enjoyed oil painting. Several excellent art historians have been part of the lUSB family 
since his departure: Stephanie Spencer, Dr. Susan Hood who was also a watercolorist, 
and now Dr. Ben Withers. 

A FULL TIME PRINTMAKER 1977 
Alan Larkin, MFA penn State 

Another part time position changed to full time in 1977 when Tuck hired Alan 
Larkin, a printmaker. Alan was a gifted young artist capable of complex drawings of still 
life and the human figure. When Alan arrived, he set about expanding and improving the 
printmaking program, and the art department continued moving in the right direction, the 
direction of excellence. 

With Alan Larkin on the faculty, the three studio artists became four. 

FOUR FIGURATIVE ARTISTS TRAVELING EXHIBITION, another faculty show 
1980-1981 

Once again, Janice organized a group exhibition. By this time, she had founded 
her own company, Art Service, through which she managed Tuck's sculpture career and 
also assisted other artists and art organizations. This experience served her well as she 
organized the entire show on her own. 

With guidance from Dr. Eileen Bender, Janice wrote a successful Indiana Arts 
Commission grant for a traveling exhibition for the four artists - Harold Zisla, Anthony 
Droege, Harold Langland and Alan Larkin. The grant covered crate and pedestal 
construction and a catalog, and the university matched with office space, the use of a 
van, telephone costs, and mailings. 
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In 1980-81 the exhibition traveled to five venues in northern Indiana and southern 
Michigan with a beautiful catalog designed by local photographer Ed Dams. The show 
opened in Valparaiso University, traveled to the Krasl Art Center in St. Joseph, returned 
to Art Center, Inc. in South Bend, then went to the Lafayette Art Center before ending at 
the Anderson Fine Arts Center. A total of forty artworks were in the show, ten by each 
artist. 

OTHER FACULTY SHOWS 

The art department studio artists always participate in the Annual Faculty Art 
Show at the university, a show in which they exhibit their new work from the previous 
year. In addition, they have often been invited to exhibit together elsewhere. At first 
they were local and regional invitations, like the show Tuck, Tony and Harold had in 
March 1976 at the St. Joseph Art Association in Michigan. Later, as their careers 
developed, they were invited further afield. 

The entire Indiana University art faculty from all campuses participated in a 
statewide traveling exhibition organized. Called Directions, and organized by Professor 
Tom Thomas from the Richmond campus, this 1995 show boasted an excellent color 
catalog. 

In 1996, Tuck and Tony were invited to exhibit first at Promega Corporation's 
gallery in Madison, Wisconsin in September-October and then take the same exhibit to 
Culver-Stockton College in Canton, Missouri for a November-December show. 

FULL TIME PHOTOGRAPHER AND GRAPHIC DESIGNER 1997 
Andrea Greitzer, MFA Northeastern University 
Karen Ackoff, MFA Rochester Institute of Technology 

It took twenty years before I USB could hire the next full-time faculty members to 
nurture programs that, although already in progress, were under-funded and 
understaffed. Better late than never. They quickly set about updating the equipment 
and had instant success in their areas. 

A larger faculty meant larger exhibitions. 

In 1998, the W.R. Monroe Museum invited the entire art faculty was invited to 
exhibit their work in Three Rivers, Michigan. By that time, the faculty had expanded to 
include photography, graphic design and video, and seven art professors displayed work 
in the show: Langland, Droege, Crimson (adjunct-sculpture), Lasater (video), Larkin, 
Greitzer, Ackoff. 

TO DATE 

Demand for art classes has outstripped the university's ability to hire full time 
professors, causing adjunct instructors to outnumber them. This is being addressed at 
present by creating Visiting Lecturer positions, and as of 2001, two have been added to 
fine arts. Ron Monsma is teaching painting and drawing, and Scott Hatt is teaching 
graphic design. Further improvements are needed, like support staff for fine arts. The 
history of the art department is a work in progress. 
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1971 

EARLY HISTORY OF THE SCULPTURE PROGRAM 

Sculpture classes were first held in two adjacent houses on 20th Street. 

With minimal budget and a difficult space, sculpture classes began in the two 
adjacent houses. They had a model, enough clay for each student, and some bags of 
plaster. Tuck worked to guide his students through their first creative assignment: 
learning the anatomy of the head and creating a portrait of the model. Once the head 
was completed in clay, the class had it technical assignment: make a plaster waste 
mold, cast the sculpture into plaster, and mount it on a wooden base. Painted to 
resemble bronze, these heads looked good in the student art shows. It wasn't yet a 
professional level course, but it soon would be! The students had talent, and now they 
had the instruction, and they learned eagerly. 

SCULPTURE FACILITIES CHANGE 1972 - 1975 

Tuck soon discovered that having his classes meet in two separate but adjacent 
building was not good for himself or for the students. Because neither house had room 
for the entire class to work in, students were scattered in two houses. In order to give a 
demonstration, Tuck either had to do it twice, once in each building, or he had to visit 
each room of the two houses and tell everyone to meet in one room in a few minutes. 
This wasted everyone's time. Further, lessons he gave to individual students in one 
room could only benefit the students working in that room. These lessons were not 
necessarily repeated in the others rooms or in the other building, since they were a 
response to something a student did on a sculpture or a question he was asked. On 
top of that, because he was in two building, Tuck was not available to answer questions 
half of each class period unless the student was willing to stop work and run between 
buildings, and the benefits of hearing comments to other students was diminished by 
having the class split. 

The small space and lack of tools also limited the kinds of sculptures students 
could produce, but they were able to hold their breath for just this one year. By 
September 1972, they were scheduled to move into the new Art Department facilities in 
Northside Hall. Tuck had already ordered the tools he wanted for his new sculpture 
program, and he began to build a tool cabinet and workbench in anticipation of their 
move. 

When the art department was at last allowed to preview their new Northside 
facility, it was immediately obvious to Tuck that architects, not artists and teachers, had 
not been involved in the planning. While the offices and the painting and drawing room 
were excellent, the slide library for art history was smaller than the men's bathroom, and 
sculpture was assigned a 25' x 25' room next to a woefully inadequate printmaking 
studio - one without water or ventilation, two essentials for printmaking. Also carved out 
of that space was a little room with a large kiln in it. That, surprisingly, was supposed to 
be the space for their future ceramics program. Out of four art classrooms, only one was 
useable. 

There were serious safety issues as well. The art department facility was on the 
second floor, directly over the future library. Imagine the noise and dust that would sift 
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down to the library when the sculpture students used their new table saw, jointer and 
sander! Also, the pottery kiln vented into the heating and air conditioning system. The 
minute it was turned on, it would have overheated the duct system, which would have 
sent an alarm to the fire department. It was a disaster waiting to happen. 

Tuck asked the architect about the 25x25 room intended for sculpture. "I have 
more room than that for my own personal studio at home, n he told the architect. "How 
am I supposed to get 20 students into this classroom?" He was told that, according to 
the guide book on art departments, an art student needed 32 square feet of studio 
space. "Whose square footage does the band saw go in?" Tuck wanted to know. 

Sculpture never moved into that space. Instead, the brand new walls dividing the 
sculpture, ceramics and printmaking studios were taken down. They added the 
necessary sinks and ventilation for the etching acid and made an adequate printmaking 
studio. The ceramics program was put on hold, and sculpture was told to stay in the old 
houses. 

This was sculpture's low point, but not for long. Tuck successfully argued that 
holding a class in two small houses was unsatisfactory, and since his program was not 
to move into Northside, they had to be moved to something more appropriate. That 
summer, he loaded all the sculpture equipment into his station wagon and moved to his 
new facility, a Jarger house on Mishawaka Avenue. Also at that time, the equipment he 
had ordered for Northside began to arrive: drill press, table saw, band saw, jointer and 
sander for the woodworking room; gas and electric welding equipment and grinders for 
the metal room. Tuck put it all into the front room, but there wasn't space to use it. 

Frustrated by working in larger but still inadequate space, Tuck designed an ideal 
teaching studio, received estimates for having a Butler building erected on campus, and 
presented the idea to the university, along with his reasons not to continue teaching in 
an old house. Perhaps a visit from Occupational Safety & Hazards Administration 
(OSHA), which came at about that time, added weight to Tuck's plea to move the 
sculpture program. No one remembers the details, but we can imagine that OSHA 
inspectors felt faint at the sight of woodworking tools in the front room of a house, or 
perhaps casting resin sculptures in the unventilated bedrooms sent them swooning. 

Bloomington, which never makes snap decisions based on immediate need, 
ruled out constructing something on campus, so they had to find an industrial building for 
rent. The perfect building, one that matched Tuck's design, was for rent at 910 East 
Wayne Street, only a mile from campus. It needed a major clean up, but it had what 
they needed: cement block construction for safety, garage doors for large deliveries, 
regular doors for students, four work rooms and an office. By September 1974, the 
building was ready for sculpture students. In many ways, that was the real beginning of 
the sculpture program as we know it today. 

All the equipment that had been purchased for the Art Department's space in Northside, 
including the twenty cubic foot pottery kiln, was moved to Wayne Street. Suddenly, 
much more was possible. 
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YEAR FIVE -SCULPTURE MOVES OFF CAMPUS; FIRST VISITING ARTIST 
1975 -1976 

The summer of 1975 found Tuck once again moving into new space. Although 
the university had fixed up the building, it was up to Tuck to put everything into place the 
way it needed to be to make a workable space. Like any big move, new quarters call for 
new items, so Tuck got to work. 

Once a finalist in furniture design for a Fulbright Fellowship to Finland, Tuck 
found himself using those woodworking skills to make rougher storage for the Wayne 
Street Studio. He made lockable tool cabinets for the metal room and the woodworking 
room. Then, knowing that students would need additional guides for maintaining order, 
he painted outlines of each tool so they would always be found in the same place by 
every student in every class. Tuck made storage bins for the different sizes and 
qualities of wood. Shelves in the modeling room were designed tall enough to store 
projects for each of his classes, and more shelves went into the wax room for molds. 
His office was last, with bookshelves and a locked storage unit for his personal tools. 
Somehow, he never thought to lock it, but his tools were never taken. 

Because sinks in a sculpture studio are often used for cleaning out plaster 
buckets, Tuck designed and built a large resin-covered wooden sink with a trap for 
collecting the plaster to keep from clogging the drains. (This design was later published 
in his first book, Practical Sculpture, and copied by appreciative stUdios across the 
country.) 

He spent weeks installing the kiln and power tools, pushing heavy workbenches 
into place, and making wooden platforms to protect the nude models from the cold 
cement floor. Going through the university's discarded furniture, he outfitted his office 
with an old desk, chair, and metal cabinets and acquired miscellaneous chairs and 
stools for the students. He begged for additional funds to fill in the gaps with equipment 
he couldn't make, like additional mid-quality modeling stands. Just before the students 
arrived in September, Tuck and his wife scrubbed the entire building. The ideal 
sculpture studio was ready for action. 

Students noticed more than the additional space when class began in 
September. There was an air of seriousness and professionalism. If having a class in 
an old living room sent a message that the class was not important enough for a 
purpose-built space, this semi-industrial space sent a message that the university took 
them seriously. Suddenly the students took themselves more seriously, and they 
blossomed further. By the second semester, when bronze casting facilities were finally 
in place, some of the more driven, serious students had investments ready for casting. 
They were hot I 

. The community also began to notice the sculpture program. Professionals with 
an interest in sculpture began to sign up for the evening class, and they brought an 
additional viewpoint to the mix. As can wonderfully happen in a community university, 
the classes became a cross section of the population between the ages of eighteen and 
eighty-something. The educated and experienced members of the class and the 
innocent high school graduates learned different things from one another, and a family 
feeling began to emerge. This family feeling has never changed. 
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The Wayne Street Studio had four specialized rooms: one for woodworking and 
carving, one for metal working, a large room for plaster, and a smaller one for wax. The 
largest room was reserved for modeling because 20 students with their modeling stands 
encircling a posed model or two requires considerable space for working. Only one 
thing was missing: a bronze foundry. They already had a kiln that could melt the wax for 
lost wax casting. Tuck spent that year locating a used furnace for melting bronze, 
making the skimmers and ingot molds, and ordering the other tools they would need. 
Before the fifth year had ended, advanced students were making their first bronze 
sculptures. 

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SCULPTURE PROGRAM 

Once Harold, Tony and Tuck had made the decision that IUSB would have a 
figurative art program, distinguishing it from most college art departments, Tuck had to 
interpret that decision for the sculpture area. 

Would he be training future sculptors or giving the general population basic 
sculptural experience. Since IUSB was not a graduate program, he had to do both. The 
best talent, the most inspired, the driven students, would become professional sculptors. 
The others would emerge from the program with an appreciation of sculpture and 
sculptors. 

Course goals emerged: Every student will learn something about anatomy. 
They will gain skills of seeing and making/recreating. They will gain knowledge about art 
history (and with Tuck, music as well), and insights into what distinguishes fine art from 
illustration and kitsch. They will know how to manipulate clay, make molds, mix plaster, 
weld metal together, chase metal with files, cut wood using power tools, make sculpture 
tools on a lathe, and numerous other useful shop skills that can be used outside the 
sculpture studio. They will learn how to cast their sculptures into durable bronze to last 
for generations. Of course, with that ability, they had to be sure their sculpture was 
worth casting, but that's another story. 

TECHNICAL CHANGE THROUGH OBSERVATION and EXPERIMENTATION 

Tuck did two things that helped his sculpture program develop: visit museums, 
art departments and foundries, and experiment with new materials and processes in his 
own studio. 

Every exploration brought new knowledge back to his students. If something 
failed, he told them about it so they could learn from his experience. If it worked well, he 
brought the equipment and supplies to the students and incorporated it into his program. 
One goal was to find the most efficient way to create sculpture. The less time he or his 
students spent fixing up their castings, the more time they would have for the act of 
creating. 

Figurative artists across the country follow the same steps: model the sculpture 
in clay, make a mold of it, pour wax into the mold, and convert the wax.to bronze through 
the lost-wax method of casting. Then come further technical processes: weld the pieces 
of bronze together, chase and sandblast the metal to make it resemble its original clay 
version, patina the sculpture, and mount it onto a base. In each step, Tuck challenged 
both the products and the methods. 



Most of the creative aspects of sculpture occur while it is being modeled in clay. 
From there, the process becomes technical, but it takes a creative mind to solve new 
technical problems. Since each sculpture is unique, no two can get through the 
technical processes in the same way. 

The first technical process is to make a mold. Early sculpture students learned 
to make plaster waste molds, but these made only one cast. If that cast didn't work well, 
there was no second chance because the plaster is destroyed (wasted) in the process. 

Another problem with plaster molds was that they broke easily, and the final 
product lacked the detail of the original, so Tuck experimented. He purchased a variety 
of molding materials for his home studio, tried them out, and brought the best successes 
to the students. Black Tufty was good but messy. Smooth-On, which was more 
expensive, made excellent casts, but it was difficult to mix, and there were many failures. 
Also, the molds didn't last very long in our humid weather. Nothing was perfect, but it 
wasn't a failure either. Meanwhile, Tuck was sent a free sample of Polytek, which was 
much easier to use than Smooth-On, and it has had a very long shelf life. That is the 
product they use today. I mention these products as an example of research- by-doing. 
This is the process he used on each aspect of the technical process. 

The next step, once a mold has been taken off the sculpture, is casting it into a 
permanent material. The most beautiful and lasting material available is bronze, and 
that is what most figurative sculptors use today. 

Some university sculpture programs make the mistake of visiting a high 
production professional foundry and bringing professional equipment, materials and 
methods to the low production university. These always run into trouble because 
students have different needs, work habits, and schedules from professionals, therefore 
their needs are different. 

First, students' work habits are just being formed, so they will make mistakes. 
The easier the method, the less chance students will have of ruining their creations, 
wasting materials; and possibly giving up on sculpture. 

Secondly, students are scheduled to be in the studio three hours at a time, two 
days a week, while professionals are there eight hours a day six days a week. This 
special circumstance made Tuck reject ceramic shell casting, preferred by most 
foundries across the country. Ceramic shell is a fine ceramic powder suspended in a 
liquid, which must be stirred constantly or it will set. Then the wax sculpture is dipped 
into it, then dipped into a powder, and lastly, hung to dry, suspended in a ventilated room 
for 3-4 hours before it can be dipped for another layer. That means a student would 
only be able to make one dip per class period. What would they do with the rest of the 
period? And since so many layers are needed, it would take half the semester to make 
a single mold. IUSB students have instead been taught the traditional plaster-sand 
investment kind of casting, not because it is better than other methods, but because it is 
best for their situation. A mold can be made during a Single class period. 

Along with needing different methods than professionals, students need different 
products with longer shelf lives. 

In 
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Third is the idea of scale. A professional foundry needs everything to be huge -
kilns, cranes, crucibles, quantities. Students learn to use lower tech equipment and 
methods they can use alone in their own studios with no crew of workers to help them. 

After using water based clay for many years, Tuck began to hear about a new 
clay made with oil and wax in it, so he bought some for his studio. This clay was very 
hard to work, so sculptors made heater boxes to soften them. Some used an insulated 
wooden crate or an old refrigerator with a light bulb in it to heat their clay, but that made 
the clay nearest the bulb too hot to handle while the clay furthest away was still hard. 
Foundries could purchase professional warming furniture, but that cost thousands of 
dollars. Being an ex-engineering student, Tuck got to work on the problem. He 
designed his own insulated box with a low temperature heater with a thermostat to keep 
the clay at 105 degrees and he added a fan to circulate the warm air. Old metal 
refrigerator shelves allowed the air to Circulate, and the design in his studio worked 
perfectly. 

A few years later, with a generous donation from an adult student, Tuck was able 
to purchase enough of this new clay for the university to replace the old water clay. 
Over the summer, he made a large heater box for the clay at the university, bought the 
new clay, and got rid of the dusty water based clay, making the sculpture studio cleaner 
than it had been for years. The new clay was also kinder to everyone's hands. 

At his own studiO, Tuck makes his own hand tools for modeling In clay. He 
invents different tools for each job, including tiny ones with special shapes for small 
studies and huge textured tools for the monumental sculptures. When Tuck bought a 
wood lathe for the sculpture program, he was able to show students how to make their 
own sculpture tools, allowing them to expand their tool box and vary their work at the 
same time. 

After each patina workshop Tuck attended, he came back with different 
chemicals, patina recipes and ideas. Students began to buy Ron Young's book on 
patination, and later added Pat Kipper's "Patina for Silicon Bronze" to their library. One 
person's experience became a collective experience, and the ball kept rolling. 

Both Tuck and his students made other experiments along the way - casting 
into resin, fake stone, aluminum, and different alloys of bronze. They tried different 
products in the ~and blaster - different grits of sand, glass bead, plastic beads (which 
didn't workl). Janet Dean did a successful "kitchen cabinet" patina, suspending a 
sculpture overnight over a bucket with ammonia on the bottom, creating a beautiful aqua 
blue patina that worked for small, intimate sculptures. Dan Duessler experimented 
successfully with a variety of molding materials, like wet papier-miche or maple syrup 
mixed with gelatin. Although they never became the rage, he proved it could be done. 
Yvonne Tofthagen's valiant but frustrating attempt at ceramic shell taught everyone a 
valuable lesson. Linda Crimson's successful experimentation with adding leaves and 
lace to her wax sculptures and casting these gossamer fabrics into hard metal opened 
more possibilities for the students. The creative person's penchant for trying something 
new was always encouraged. One way for a program to improve is to look at what 
others are doing, but trying your own ideas is equally valid - and more rewarding. 
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AN OUTSTANDING SCULPTURE STUDENT BECOMES A DISTINGUISHED 
ALUMNA 

Not to mention an early IUSB graduate, Linda Lee, would be to omit a significant 
force in the development and growth of IUSB's sculpture program. Most people know 
her by the name of Linda Crimson, the woman who has taught beginning sculpture and 
3-D design for many years. Linda is as quiet and to the point as Tuck is talkative and 
entertaining. Like her personality, Linda's contributions have been reserved and 
focused, and the sculpture program would not be where it is today were it not for her 
dedicated presence. 

Linda was a young student in Tuck's very first sculpture class at IUSB, so she 
has been a continuous strand in the history of the sculpture program. When her 
boyfriend, David Blodgett, found out Tuck and Tony had joined the IUSB art department, 
he returned from Bloomington to finish his art degree near home. Both he and Linda 
had to get waivers of residency to graduate from IUSB in 1975. Linda Lee became 
Linda Blodgett, and the two of them went to Eugene, Oregon to get their MFAs at the 
University of Oregon. 

Their MFA exhibition caused a third name change for Linda. Someone looking at 
David's work was overheard saying, "Oh, he does sculptures, too," obviously noticing 
only the last name. In order to avoid that. kind of confusion, and in order to receive due 
recognition for her work, Linda changed her name to Crimson. 

Returning to South Bend in 1981, after having been Artists in Residence in North 
Carolina, Linda was asked to teach one sculpture dass a semester. After the 
department added a 3-Dimension Design class to the program, Linda began teaching 
two dasses a semester, a schedule she has kept to this date. 

Linda has done more for the sculpture program than just meet her classes. She 
has come in to do her own work and ended up deaning up after students or fixing the 
equipment. For years, she has driven to 'USB during off hours to turn on the kiln, or to 
turn it off, and to be there to help someone pour bronze. Linda has always been 
available to stand in for Tuck, and she has taken on numerous other tasks over the 
years. She and Tuck may have done more shopping, maintenance and repair work than 
any ten professors at the university combined. 

Besides teaching, Linda has had a successful sculpture career, winning prizes in 
the prestigeous Hoosier Salon shows, among others. Linda has created numerous 
public artworks, some of them sculptures, like the angel in the cemetery on Jefferson, 
while others are murals which she has painted with her husband, David Blodgett. 
Those visible from the streets are well known, particularly the one on the Tribune 
Building and the one on Blume's Pharmacy. There are hundreds of others. They have 
lived on their art since graduation. 

In April 1998, Linda was awarded the Distinguished Art Alumna award by Dr. 
Demaree Jr. for her outstanding achievement in visual arts . 
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VISITING SCULPTORS AT Iuse 

FRANCIS XAVIAR NNAGGENDA, Uganda, Africa 
1975 and 1995 

It was more by accident than design that IUSB had its first visiting sculptor, thus 
beginning an international adventure that spanned decades. The saga began in 1974, 
just after Tuck took over as chairman of the Art Department, but before sculpture moved 
into the Wayne Street Studio. 

Father Lauck, the sculptor at the University of Notre Dame, asked Tuck if he 
could bring another priest to meet Tuck, a professor of philosophy. At that meeting, the 
second priest, Father Herman Reith, asked if there was any way Tuck could hire a 
Ugandan sculptor to teach a dass or two. The Ugandan was an excellent sculptor, 
Father Reith assured Tuck, with sculptures in museums and public collections all over 
East Africa and Europe, and his life was in danger. Idi Amin was taking professors out 
of their classrooms and shooting them in the hallway, especially professors from the 
Buganda tribe. Since Frances Xaviar Nnaggenda was an important member of the 
Buganda tribe, he could be killed at any time. 

"If I can get Nnaggenda to this country and find him housing, can you give him a 
part time job? He can't get a visa without a job to come to," explained Father Reith. As 
chairman of the Art Department, Tuck was able to say yes immediately and figured out 
the details later. 

Harold Zisla was going on sabbatical the next semester. Rather than hire a two 
dimensional artist to cover Harold's classes, Tuck devised another plan. While Father 
Reith got Nnaggenda out of the country of his birth, Tuck rearranged the teaching 
schedule for the department. Tuck would teach Harold's art appreciation classes, Tony 
would teach Harold's design dass, and Nnaggenda could teach both of Tuck's sculpture 
classes. 

Leaving his wife and five daughters in the countryside with her parents, a place 
where his family would be safe, Nnaggenda arrived in Chicago with no money at all and 

If'7fi only a small suitcase of warm-weather clothing. He was safe for a while, but his 
American adventure was beginning. 

,r'lIIj Nnaggenda stayed with Tuck's family while Father Reith arranged for permanent 
housing and a donated car. Nnaggenda tried American foods, so different from 
Uganda's traditional banana- (plantain) based meals, and only balked at cottage cheese. 
It looked too different a form of milk for him to trust his stomach to hold it down. 

During that visit, Tuck asked Nnaggenda which name to call him. The tribal 
leader had given him a tribal name of Nnaggenda, while the Catholic Church had 
baptized him with the names of saints: Frances Xaviar. "You can call me any name you 
want," Nnaggenda offered. 

"What name does your mother call you?" Tuck inquired. 
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"Nnaggenda," he replied quickly. Hoosiers have called him by that name ever 
since. 

Nnaggenda's art made Americans think of Picasso, but it was Picasso who got 
his inspiration from African art, not the other way around. Nnaggenda was true to his 
roots, yet modern at the same time. Nnaggenda's sculptures went down two streams of 
the same river. Some sculptures were rounded figures carved from wood, while his 
bronzes were constructed by attaching wax cutouts to one another. 

While Nnaggenda was at IUSB, he created some sculptures in front of the 
students, but he also carved on a four foot long log in an unheated garage near his 
rental home. All these sculptures went with him when he left Indiana. Years later, on a 
visit to the Kennedy Center in Washington D C, Tuck saw something familiar down at the 
end of the hall and rushed toward it. It was the log Nnaggenda had carved in that 
garage, only it now had hundreds of tiny snips of copper nailed to it. It is a permanent 
part of the Center's collection. 

Visiting artists are the perfect way for a small department to let their students 
benefit from seeing an artist with a different approach. Nnaggenda was a quiet, humble 
man who used simple words and sentences to convey very rich and complex thinking. It 
is a warm but humbling experience to speak with him. 

Many students became lifelong friends and admirers of Nnaggenda, the most 
newsworthy being Daniel Swadener, who modeled for painting and sculpture classes 
while he was an IUSB student. After graduation, Daniel married a Mishawaka woman, 
Beth Blue, whose life work eventually took her to Africa. This story continues later, after 
twenty years have passed. 

Nnaggenda's single semester of teaching at IUSB gave Father Reith several 
months to work out the next step of saving Nnaggenda's life. From IUSB, he went to 
Texas, where his family was able to join him. From Texas Nnaggenda got a teaching 
job in Germany and then Kenya. It was in 1978 that his exile from his beloved Uganda 
came to an end. Soon their first son was born; they named him Herman, to honor 
Father Herman Reith. 

Nnaggenda was not a letter writer, so soon he and Tuck lost track of one 
another. When Daniel Swadener called to say he and his wife were going to East Africa 
for the first time, and that he wanted to see Nnaggenda again, all Tuck could do is give 
him the address of Makerere University in Kampala where Nnaggenda last taught. 
Daniel wrote and discovered Nnaggenda was still there. 

Crossing between Uganda and Kenya is alternately difficult and easy, like two 
brothers who are either best friends or feuding like enemies. While Daniel and his wife 
were in Kenya, crossing the border was dangerous, so Daniel used the telephone to 
reconnect with Nnaggenda. 

A distraught Nnaggenda asked Daniel to do him a favor. Could Daniel find his 
paintings and rescue them? He left them in a garage in Nairobi when he left the country 
in 1975, and now the garage was being cleared out for its new owners. The border was 
too dangerous to cross, so he couldn't go get them himself. 
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With only days to spare before the garage was to be totally empty, Daniel located 
the garage and moved 52 Nnaggenda paintings and 2 drawings to his rental apartment 
in Nairobi. It was crowded, but it gave him time to think about what to do. A contact 
back in Wisconsin provided the answer. The two men, Daniel and his friend, bought all 
the paintings from Nnaggenda and shipped them to the United States. An entire chapter 
of Nnaggenda's artistic life, the paintings he had done from 1967 to 1975, had been 
saved. 

Daniel and Tuck's wife, Janice, decided to inventory, photograph and document 
the paintings, either using names that were written on the back or giving them 
descriptive names based on the subject matter, like Mother Comforts Child, or Portrait 
of Black Woman with Green Halo. Some of the paintings were two or three panels wide. 
Unfortunately, some of these panels had already been used for building material. The 
timing that saved these artworks had not been soon enough to save everything. They 
were happy for the rescue, yet they mourned the loss. 

Through collaborative effort, Tuck, Janice and Daniel scheduled another visit to 
the United States for Nnaggenda. This one included two exhibitions of Nnaggenda's 
paintings, a chance to be Visiting Artist again at fUSB, and a commission to create a 
sculpture for Promega Corporation outside Madison, Wisconsin, the company founded 
by Daniel's friend who had helped buy the collection of paintings. This visit was not a 
flight from danger, but a return in glory. 

Nnaggenda's first six weeks of this visit were spent at IUSB's Wayne Street 
Studio, where students could watch him carve an eight-foot walnut log into a Mother and 
Child sculpture for Promega Corporation and talk with him at will. During that period, he 
renewed friendships with former students and made new friends. When his exhibition 
opened, there was standing room only to listen to him talk. Because IUSB didn't yet 
have a gallery, half the paintings were exhibited in the upper level of the Administration 
Building, half were hung at the Colfax Cultural Center, and a single cooperative catalog 
was printed. 

From Indiana, Nnaggenda and his paintings went to Promega in Wisconsin. 
During the opening reception for the show, Nnaggenda unveiled his carving of the 
Mother and Child that he had created at IUSB for Promega's lobby. 
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DENNIS WESTWOOD, England 
1977-1978 

The second visiting artist came to America on an official international exchange 
program administered by the U.S. Government. After Tuck's figurative emphasis and 
Nnaggenda's African approach, IUSB sculpture students were exposed Dennis 
Westwood, an English abstract sculptor. Originally trained in the rigid figurative tradition 
used throughout England when he was a student, Dennis had rejected the figure as too 
academic and had turned to abstraction as his way to be more creative. However, 
having created portraiture to record his family, Dennis was imminently capable of 
teaching a great deal to figurative students. He was also able to expose IUSB's 
students to quality abstract art. The students benefited both ways. 

One might call Dennis' sculptures organic abstractions, because they were not 
constructions. His modeled abstractions always had a sense of weight and volume with 
hard and soft areas. The drawing of his sculptural line was sensual and sensitive, with 
equal attention given to both the positive and the negative space. During Dennis' year of 
teaching at IUSB, several students experimented with abstraction; one in particular 
never went back to the figure. Yvonne Tofthagen, the Wayne Street Studio assistant at 
the time, was won over to abstraction and made her reputation with it after graduation. 

Dennis Westwood had been Tuck's boss when he got his very first teaching job 
out of college, back in 1964. Without a bronze foundry, Dennis had been casting his 
sculptures in cement, but Tuck was hot out of the University of Minnesota, and he had 
bronze casting fever. He wouldn't be happy until he could cast bronze. Soon he had 
devised a makeshift way to melt and pour bronze after burning the wax out of the mold 
in the pottery kiln across the courtyard from sculpture. Together, Tuck and Dennis 
worked to improve their facilities until both of them were able to make sma" bronze 
castings. 

Tuck knew, when they did their exchange in 1977-78, that he was leaving IUSB's 
sculpture students in excellent hands. Dennis could model the figure, do portraits and 
cast bronze, aI/ things that were part of the IUSB sculpture curriculum, but he could also 
show them something new about abstractions. He was the perfect exchange partner. 

Dennis has returned· to South Bend many times to visit Tuck and maintain the 
friendships he had made during his exchange year. On each visit, he has spent a day at 
IUSB's Wayne Street Studio speaking with the students and critiquing their work. 

Other visiting sculptors to Tuck's home have also spent a day or more speaking 
with his sculpture students: Derek Sellars and Dorothy Haworth from Sheffield, England, 
and animal sculptor Rosetta from Loveland, Colorado, along with her husband, the noted 
sculpture photographer Mel Schockner. 
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THE WAYNE STREET STUDIO 

Two special things have happened since IUSB moved the sculpture program into 
the Wayne Street Studio. Students working in the studio have developed the sense of 
being part of a supportive, cooperative family, for one, and secondly, the level of 
professionalism of the sculpture students has increased. 

THE SCULPTURE PROGRAM IN ACTION 

In the large modeling room, beginning sculpture students all work around the 
same model, first learning about the head, and later the torso, arms, legs, and hands. 
During each dass, Tuck speaks with every student individually, and occasionally he 
gives the group a lecture. It might be the anatomy of the eye, for instance, or a slide 
lecture showing how the eye has been depicted by sculptors through the ages. 

Once the modeling is done, they learn how to make a mold. Since each 
sculpture is slightly different, each mold can require a different solution. Sculptors need 
to be as clever and creative during the technical part of their craft as they are in the 
artwork itself. 

Into the mold, students must pour something to make the sculpture permanent. 
Some use plaster and paint it, while many use wax and learn the lost wax process of 
bronze casting. In the end, each beginning student has a finished sculpture ready to 
display in the student show. When the outside juror chooses prize winners at the show, 
there is no indication of first year or advanced student. Sometimes the prize is given to 
a student's very first sculpture. This says something good about area talent combined 
with quality teaching. 

With this thorough foundation, advanced students are free to choose the 
sculpture they want to make, thus the evening class has a variety of activities going on 
in every room of the Wayne Street Studio at once. While many students continue to 
work from the model, some are welding or chasing bronze in the metal room, while 
others make waxes in the wax room, or molds in the plaster room, or tools and bases in 
the woodworking area. The place is abuzz with activity, and Tuck goes from room to 
room helping everyone. Without assistants to help students, take care of details, dean 
up, and keep everything running smoothly, there would be chaos. 

A professional foundryman, visiting the Wayne Street Studio during a bronze 
pouring, was amazed at the quality of the casting. Tuck has experimented and honed 
the process to eliminate one problem after another to the point that, if a student follows 
every step correctly, there are no failures. His process is perfect for a small foundry. If a 
sculpture student becomes comfortable in the small university foundry, that student is 
prepared to create a small studio foundry after graduation. Tuck tries to give students 
the tools to go from clay to bronze, which is the title of his most recent book. 
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THE STUDIO ON WAYNE STREET BECOMES A FAMILY OF SCULPTORS 

Sculpture students often speak of Wayne Street Studio as their family of 
sculptors. Graduates come 'home' for the traditional parties at the end of each semester 
and know they will be greeted warmly. 

Perhaps this feeling of family came about because of the uniqueness of sculpture 
as a class. Most university classes meet as a group, and then students go off to work on 
their own. But a sculpture class can't be told to do homework. No home has the space 
or equipment needed for a sculpture studio or a bronze foundry, so all their work must 
be done during class, in full view of all the other students. 

Sculpture students may feel like family because they spend so much time in one 
another's presence. Like a real family, the sculpture studio includes a mixture of young 
and old, experienced and neophyte. One advantage of this is that the older or more 
experienced students spend time helping the new ones. As one mature student said to 
me, teaching the new students how to do something makes it clearer in his own mind 
because he has to verbalize what he has learned and explain it clearly 

A contributing factor to this feeling of family is Tuck's personality. He is a happy, 
positive person who is fun to be around, and his energy and enthusiasm seem 
boundless. He also tried to set the tone for seeing the good in everyone and being 
helpful to one another. We learn by example. 

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS 

Like all families, distant members are always welcome home for the holidays. 
The Wayne Street Studio has two traditional parties, one at the end of each semester. 
The spring party always consists of a pot luck dinner fol/owed by the last bronze casting 
for the academic year. 

The winter potluck is more of a party, and it's held at the studio the week after the 
last class session of the semester. Decorations are more creative than traditional. Who 
could forget the tree decorated with colored pop cans sparkling from the fairy lights? 
The entertainment, after the food of course, is the gift exchange. 

The rules for the gift exchange were, 1) the gift must be ugly, useless, or both, 
and 2) you must take it home with you. We have howled with laughter at the rooster 
plaque in gaudy colors, the ugly Santa salt and pepper shakers, the angel pitcher, and 
the contraption to microwave eggs. Then there was the wall hanging made from 30 
years of Tuck's ties, the single gift tie depicting an Indiana farm scene, lots of Barbie 
dolls in outrageous attire, and a stuffed doll that played a tune ... with one flat note. 

We especially laugh about the day there was a huge, nicely decorated box for 
the gift exchange. Someone tried to pick it up and declared it must be an anvil. Eve 
Woodward's eyes. brightened. "I need an anvil. I wonder ... If I choose that gift, will 
someone help me take it to my car?" Glad to have the big gift off the table, everyone 
promised to help. The 'anvil' turned out to be dozens of large LP records, and we had a 
fun time reminiscing about each album and the songs we remembered. 
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SCULPTOR 'WAYNE STREET' EXHIBITS 

The sense of fun among the sculpture students spread to the local X-Centric 
exhibition at the South Bend Regional Museum of Art a few years ago. To celebrate 
Halloween, the museum offered to show, without jury, any surreal, dad, or just plain 
weird art that was entered, in a short exhibition. For a week, students set aside their 
serious work and made something fun for the exhibit. Barry Davis welded cutlery to a 
small stainless sink, making it appear like a fright wig. Lane Laffoon turned his portrait of 
a pilot into a lamp, and even Tuck got involved, entering a Surrealistic Self Portrait, a 
frightening toilet seat with nails protruding from it, all painted b'ack. The group sat in the 
break room trying to come up with titles. The show stopper was Valerie's suggestion for 
Lane's lamp: Pilot Light. 

For the second year of the exhibition, the group agreed on a collaborative effort. 
Julie Neises cast three short legs in a plastic from the doll industry because it feels 
nearly human. Tuck fashioned a wooden seat to turn it into a stool, and Lane and his 
wife, Jenny, covered the stool in leopard skin and added a boa around the edges. The 
sculpture was entered into show under the artist name 'Wayne Street.' 

But there have been serious exhibitions, too, which took a lot more than one 
week in preparation. 

Art reviewer Jeanne Derbeck, quoted below, describes the atmosphere of the 
studio in her review of the first Wayne Street Studio exhibition in 1986, and the students 
speak about the place themselves in the handout for their 1994 exhibition. The fact that 
this group was cohesive enough to have two large exhibitions, including one at the 
South Bend Art Center, bears witness to the fact that this was not just an ordinary 
undergraduate program. 

THE FIRST WAYNE STREET STUDIO SHOW 
SOUTH BEND ART CENTER October 1986 

The first thing a cohesive group of artists tends to do is exhibit together, to show 
the world they are here. The first Wayne Street Studio show was held at the South Bend 
Art Center (now the South Bend Regional Museum of Art) in October 1986. 

Artwork induded in the Wayne Street Studio show was by students currently 
working on their SA in art, degreed students doing more advanced work in sculpture, 
past students invited back for the exhibition, and professors. 

Besides Tuck, there was Tony Droege, a painting professor who took sculpture in 
order to see three dimensionally, and Dennis Westwood, once a visiting artist at IUSB. 
The fourth was Linda Crimson, the adjunct faculty member who had once been an IUSB 
undergraduate. 

The cross section of exhibitors illustrates the variety of people in the Wayne 
Street family. Two artists were or had been studio assistants in charge of deaning the 
building and assisting classes. Yvonne Tofthagen assisted while she worked on her SA 
in art at IUSB. Later she got an MA at Ball State and became an art teacher in Rolling 
Prairie. Janet Dean, the assistant at the time of the exhibition, was an IUSB 
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undergraduate student who went on to get her MFA at Cranbrook Academy. She is now 
a very active, award winning artist in the Chicago art scene. 

Undergraduate students in the Wayne Street Studio show included Julie Neises, 
who now teaches art in the Mishawaka School System and attends IUSB sculpture 
classes at night, Dennis Birdsell who is now an artist and a chemist, and David Layman 
who is a successful sculptor by night and industrial hose salesman by day. Other 
students were John Van Dyke, David Gibney, Sam Joseph, wood sculptor Robert Kuntz, 
and Todd Villeneuve. Todd, who preferred carving stone over casting in bronze, now 
owns the Marble & Stone Shop in South Bend, using his sculpture skills to create unique 
fireplaces as well as stone figures in marble. 

An article appeared on the front page of the Intermission section of the South 
Bend Tribune on October 19, 1986 about the Wayne Street Studio. Arts Writer Jeanne 
Derbeck said, 

"An unlikely paradise lies behind the bleak door at 910 E. Wayne St. in 
South Bend. 

"Inside, the place has all the charm of a cement block garage accented by 
an every-which-way clutter of shelves, stools, worktable, tools and who knows 
what else. 

"A dilapidated sofa, adorned with a continual sifting of plaster dust, is as 
close to a comfortable seat as you can find in the place. 

"Yet night after night, a group of people is drawn to the pot, some driving 
miles to get there. They come after a day's work as teacher, architect, salesman, 
and a variety of other jobs. 

"But they have one thing in common: an urge to make sculpture. For 
them the Wayne Street Sculpture Studio is a place of happiness, and that's one 
definition of paradise." 

Another quote from the end of the article has this exchange: 

"The building at 910 E. Wayne has been home to the IUSB sculpture 
studio since 1974. 

"Before that we were in an old house. But that didn't work for us so I went 
looking for another place," Langland said. 

"I found this building which once had something to do with fixing 
automobiles. It was a mess. A disaster. You could almost walk through a wall," 
he said. 

"We had to do a lot of fixing up before we could use it," he said. 

"The lace curtain and doily crowd would probably say it's still a mess. But 
to those who love the place, it's a friendly, happy mess. There's everything you 
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need to make sculpture, a sofa to sit on, cool drinks in an old refrigerator and 
music in the air. ' 

"I always insist the radio play only classical music. This has been called a 
combination sculpture and classical music appreciation course,' Langland said. 

"If the South Bend area has more sculptors than you would expect - and 
it does - much of the credit should go to the Wayne Street Studio." 

That, and Tuck's warm, accepting attitude toward people, I rush to add. He is the 
one most responsible for the development of group spirit, not the building. 

THE SECOND WAYNE STREET STUDIO SHOW 
Sculpture at IUSB: The Wayne Street Years 
Administration Building, IUSB 
March-April 1994 

A decision was made that sculpture would move back onto the campus, so a 
second exhibition of sculpture was organized. Titled "Sculpture at IUSB: The Wayne 
Street Years," it was intended to say goodbye to the building. As you can guess, the 
move never happened. 

An announcement said: "It has been eighteen years since [they moved into the 
building], enough time for ...the Wayne Street site to grow from merely a building into a 
vital and active studio. Hundreds of sculptors passed through this studio, each 
contributing to the artistic process in a personal and unique way. Over thirty of those 
sculptors will return to IUSB this month to exhibit work they did during their Wayne Street 
Studio years." 

The sculpture 'catalog' consisted of statements by each exhibitor, some of whom are 
now professional sculptors. Some of their statements follow. 

-, 

Barbara Barbara: Much gratitude to my Wayne Street family: for Tuck and Linda - my 
creative parents - and -for the mutual pain and joy shared with the rest of the Adams 
Family/Brady Bunch. 

Sylvia Long: Casting in bronze is a complicated process to a student. At the Wayne 
Street Studio you find a willingness to share experience, expertise, advice, help and 
muscle. Your work at the sculpture studio often becomes a collaboration. This makes 
Wayne Street Studio more than just another classroom. 

Yvonne Tofthagen: I learned so much there. I explored the realms of creativity and 
expression. I made friends and shared many experiences with my mentors and peers. 
found joy, pride, excitement, determination, camaraderie, a measure of pain and 
frustration just for contrast, and even a shoulder to cry on. Wayne Street is part of me. 
only hope that in some way I have given something back. Thank you, Tuck. 

David M. Layman: Wayne Street has always been a haven of artistic stimulus - where 
ideas were shared, challenged, and, most importantly, nurtured. My inspiration has 
always been the human experience. Style and technique have evolved, but that theme 
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has always remained constant. 

Juli~ N~ises: A rew words about working at the Wayne Street Studio: Dust. Clay. 
InspIratIon. Takmg form. Camaraderie. Passion. Creativity. Collaboration. Molds. 
Wax. Friendship. Patience. Tuck. Tenacity. Fire. Elation. Perspiration. Swearing. 
Patina. Bronze. Celebration. Praise. More dust. 

Nancy Bartels: The Wayne Street Art Studio is a very unique facility. Tuck Langland, a 
great teacher, talent and intellect, has created and developed an atmosphere of 
wonderful camaraderie, with total freedom of expression. This tiny foundry has put out 
many fine sculpture pieces representing this area. 

Theresa Bolankowski-Serry: Most memorable are three things: the supportive and 
friendly atmosphere, the people of various ages and professions, and the great political 
and current event conversations. 

GROWTH: FROM STUDENT TO SCULPTOR 

Wayne Street Studio was more than a place to learn sculpture skills, techniques, 
and the place of sculpture in art history. Tuck likes to call it the how (skills and 
technique), the what (subject matter), and the why (your place in art history). These are 
the backbone of an undergraduate sculpture program, but something more happened at 
the Wayne Street Studio to make it special. 

The forward hints at a graduate program hiding in an undergraduate program. 
This is the crosshairs by which the graduate program can be found. It is where the 
ability to explore and the freedom to explore intersect. 

Once students have acquired sculpture skills, they are ready to explore, but 
something more is needed to feel free to explore. When the Wayne Street Studio 
stud~nts realized that if they experimented, their failures would not be punished or 
ridiculed, but their successes would be praised and celebrated, both by Tuck and by 
fellow students, their creative exploration flourished. This exploration is the essence of a 
graduate program. 

In sculpture, exploration can take place in two areas: the creation of visual 
images, and the technical processes to make those creative ideas concrete in order to 
share your visual idea with the world. In other words, what will your sculpture look like, 
and how will you manipulate the materials? The technical experimentation, which has 
already been mentioned, made the program improve. Visual exploration is more 
personal, and the benefits accrue to society in a well developed individual artist. 

Because this de facto graduate program was growing within the undergraduate 
class, sculpture students seemed to become professional at a faster rate. It was like 
putting plants into ideal growth medium, with optimal light and water; they grow bigger 
and better. Soon, opportunities normally found in graduate programs - commissions, 
sales, publicity, special opportunities to exhibit - were extended to IUSB's undergraduate 
sculpture program. 
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GLORIA WICKS' SHOW AT SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN COLLEGE 

Because an SMC art professor had seen Gloria Wicks' work at IUSB, she was 
a~k~ to haye her own solo exhibition at Southwest Michigan College in Dowagiac, 
MIchIgan. GIven the small scale of Gloria's humorous figures, filling both a large and a 
small room with nothing but her own work was a big task, but it was a very successful 
show. Naturally, her sculpture 'family' was there to enjoy it with her. 

IUSB STUDENTS EXHIBIT AT THE 
DANADA NATIONAL INVITATIONAL SCULPTURE SHOW 
1999, 2000, and 2001 

The Danada National Invitational Sculpture Show is the kind of weekend show 
where artists bring their sculptures, set them up on a table, and sit there for two days, 
talking to the visitors. The hopes are that some of the sculptures will sell, but it is also 
planned as an educational experience for the community. 

The sculptors at this show were all professionals, including some at the very top 
tier nationally. Most were at the next tier, usually making a living on art but sometimes 
having to take an additional job to make ends meet. This had more to do with the 
maturity of their careers than the quality of their sculptures, and Tuck kept wishing his 
best, most serious students could be in this show and interact with these sculptors from 
across the country. 

After being invited for several years, Tuck became convinced that his students 
were making sculptures that were as good as some of the professionals, but his 
students hadn't yet developed their resumes. Because of his relationship with the show 
organizers, Tuck was able to convince them to let him curate one table in the display, 
one labeled Indiana University South Bend, and dedicated to his students work. We 
asked that their table be placed next to ours so we could introduce them to the artist and 
counsel them in presenting themselves to the public. The venture was very successful. 

.. Before the show, Tuck taught lessons to his entire class about professional 
presentation of their sculptures, like putting them onto quality bases and keeping them 
beautifully waxed, and his wife lectured on the business aspects of art, like publicity, 
pricing, networking, and other profeSSional behavior at the show. By the show weekend, 
everyone was ready. Some students had made business cards, and others brought 
pictures and other handouts .. 

The professional sculptors were very welcoming to the students, sharing their 
techniques, answering questions, and exchanging business cards. The public was also 
very interested in the students, and although nothing sold the first two years, the 
students thought the effort was well worth it. 

Since the students were mostly showing their class projects, that corner of the 
show was dubbed "Nude Corner," and to our delight, Nude Corner was invited back 
every year until the organizers ended the show. The unfortunate timing of a show on 
September 13, 2001, when all of us were still in shock, made for an extremely small and 
stunned audience. The show was another victim of the terrorist attack, one that has 
never been counted or reported, but a victim nonetheless. Ironically, that is the one year 
that a student sold a sculpture. 
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HOOSIER SALON 2002 

The organizers who installed the competitive Hoosier Salon show at the Indiana 
State Museum in Indianapolis the summer of 2002 had no way of knowing it, but their 
choices made the IUSB sculpture program look strong indeed. Tuck's two sculptures 
and a few paintings were in the central hallway to attract visitors into the exhibition area. 
As visitors walked into the exhibit, they walked between two glass sculpture cases. In 
the case on the left was sculpture by adjunct faculty member Linda Crimson, and to the 
right were sculptures by students Lane Laffoon and Valerie Schafer. No one was aware 
that the four sculptors had this connection, but IUSB should have been proud. 

STUDENTS GET PUBLICITY 

As the studio at Wayne Street matured, the accomplishments of students got 
more sophisticated. Last spring three second year sculpture students got wonderful 
publicity for their work. 

Valerie Schafer was the first. She sent a press release about receiving a Wayne 
Street Award in the 2002 IUSB Student Art Show and ended up with a full page article 
on herself and the sculpture program, including four pictures. (South Bend Tribune, 
April 14, 2002) 

Her brother, Lane Laffoon, got a similar full page article after sending a press 
release about his Purchase Award at the Hoosier Salon 78th Show. They printed photos 
of Lane and of four of his sculptures. (South Bend Tribune, August 4, 2002) 

Teresa Moran's class project, a portrait head of UPS founder Jim Casey, made it 
into the Inside UPS magazine, including a full page article and four color photos of 
Teresa and her head. Teresa's 20 year career as a delivery person in the UPS system 
qualified her for tuition help, so she began working on an art degree. The head will find 
a home at the UPS headquarters in Atlanta. 

Individual sculpture students had special mention in the South Bend Tribune's 
March 31, 2002 Intermission section. The front page article about the IUSB student art 
show induded a picture of Alex Bluvshteyn and his humorous sculpture, and on the next 
page was Tina Hepworth's portrait head. Sculpture is only one of the programs in the art 
department, but it gets a lot of notice. 

STUDENT SALES 

In this past two years, several students have competed successfully with 
professionals. Besides Teresa's portrait for UPS, Valerie Schafer sold a sculpture at the 
Danada show, Barry Davis sold his portrait of Roy Rogers to the Roy Rogers Museum, 
and Lane Laffoon won a purchase prize at the 2002 Hoosier Salon exhibit. He was also 
one of four finalists in a national portrait competition. This is what Tuck spent years 
working towards, to give his students the tools they needed to make a career in 
sculpture if that's what they chose to do. 
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THE FUTURE 

The Wayne Street Studio, once an empty space, is now equipped for many 
sculptural processes, and there is an enthusiastic core of advanced students looking 
forward to working with a new sculptor. Just as visiting artists were good for students, 
new blood will bring in new energy, new ideas and a new outlook. 

Although the situation looked promising a couple of times, the studio never 
managed to move back onto the campus so non-art majors could watch the activity and 
learn from it. A move back onto the campus would be good for sculpture students, too, 
to be part of something bigger than their own happy world. This is for the future to 
handle. 
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THE HISTORY OF EXHIBITION SPACES ON CAMPUS 

1977 STUDENT SHOW MOVES OUT OF THE LIBRARY 

For the first five years, having an art show at IUSB was not a professional 
experience. Rather, it was a young university's attempt to give students the opportunity 
to share their art with other students and faculty on campus. Artwork was hung on any 
available wall space in the library, like over each study carrel and behind the checkout 
desk. That meant that visitors to the exhibit had to stand a distance away from the art, 
somewhat behind a student who was studying. The library student's concentration often 
suffered for the experience, especially if two art viewers were commenting aloud on what 
they saw. 

This setup also meant that a figurative art department had to deal with 
complaints about displaying nudes. Some people objected because they were forced to 
see those figures although they had visited the library for another purpose. It was an 
unsolvable problem. Students worked from the nude model. How could there be a 
student show without nudes? 

A third problem with the library shows was theft. The student show in September 
1976 was closed early after four of the best artworks had been stolen. 

The art department had been asking for a gallery since the early seventies. They 
reasoned that music students had the Recital Hall in which to share their art with the 
community, and theater students had the Auditorium in which to perform, but the art 
students had to make do with unsuitable places for their shows. After the thefts, the 
Preface joined in that call. These voices, plus a new circumstance, brought about a 
change. 

At that time, IUSB was in the process of purchasing three buildings from the 
AssOciates, and there was hope that a dedicated gallery space would be found in the 
future Administration Building. 

It was, and it wasn't. The art department had imagined two adjoining offices, one 
for a gallery and the other for preparation of the art, and both with locks on the door. 
That would have solved all the problems. What the art department was offered was a 
better space to exhibit, but no locks. 

THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HALLWAY 1976 

The vast upstairs hallway of the Administration Building was dark and bare, and 
the people who worked there welcomed the color and distraction of art shows. It made it 
pleasant to walk in the halls, and the art department met their request to have continual 
exhibitions. Art professors decided whose artwork should be exhibited, and art student 
Randy Clark was hired part time to manage the monthly shows. 

Hiring Randy Clark provided the opportunity to have several shows a year and to 
bring in work by other artists. This made each exhibition into a teaching tool, and 
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professors brought their students to the shows to discuss how other artists approached 
the same problems each of them was facing. But the artists had two problems with the 
space: the lack of sufficient lighting, and casual security. Also, the problem with 
displaying nude art continued. Some secretaries didn't want to be forced to look at a 
nude each time they walked through the hall. 

THE NEW GALLERY 2000 

In 1997, when Ken Perrin became chancellor, he recognized the need for the art 
department to have a gallery, so he got to work on the situation. By 1999, Barbara 
Warner's generous donation allowed the university to design an art gallery in a corner of 
a building located on Ruskin Street across the street from the Fine Arts Building. An 
additional donation by the Wiekamps completed the gallery, and it opened in the year 
2000 with an exhibition of alumni and faculty that represented the history of the art 
department to that point. 

It had taken nearly thirty years for the art department to have the same 
professional facilities as music and theater, but when the moment arrived, it was 
wonderful. The facilities had excellent lighting and bare white walls, and even a row of 
locked display cases. Casual thieves no longer had easy access, and all exhibits could 
be curated by the art department without worrying about the public who had no intention 
of seeing an art show as they walked past. Another advantage was that a bolder roster 
of artists and set exhibitions could be invited because the facilities were secure, well lit, 
and generally more professional, induding a ramp for receiving shipments of art, and a 
secure storage and work space in which to store and prepare each exhibition. 

LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE 

As much as the exhibition situation has improved over these 32 years, the gallery 
has further to go in its path toward professionalism. The empty gallery office testifies to 
the most immediate need: a well equipped office, a full time director, and a budget. 
Allowing faculty and their classes free access to the gallery will further improve the 
teaching usefulness of the exhibitions. 

Perhaps the gallery director could also be curator of the IUSB collection - all 
those paintings and sculptures the university owns that have a home but no caretaker. 
At present, there isn't even a listing of university-owned artwork, nor is there a person 
who checks on its condition or sees to its maintenance and repair. Some areas of this 
campus have matured more than others, and perhaps it's time for the thriving art 
department to come of age. It already has professors with national and regional 
reputations, a professional gallery, talented and motivated art' students, and 
undergraduate degrees. Next, it needs its own support staff in the office and in the 
gallery. The art department is another work in progress. 
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SPECIAL SCULPTURE EXHIBITIONS AT IUSB 

GEORGE RICKEY IN SOUTH BEND 1985 

The George Rickey in South Bend exhibition was a community-wide effort that 
took perhaps two years to plan. Tuck represented IUSB on the community committee 
that included Art Center of South Bend, Notre Dame's Snite Museum of Art, Saint Mary's 
College and Indiana University South Bend. The exhibition, which included Rickey's 
kinetic sculptures as well as other artwork, was held at all four locations. Because IUSB 
had no gallery at the time, they had the major display of large outdoor sculptures. Tuck 
designed and installed secure steel footings for four of the five sculptures. The fifth 
needed a tall cement pedestal, which he installed next to the Administration Building on 
the corner of Mishawaka A venue and Esther Street. 

The Art Center placed a major outdoor sculpture on the island. Inside the gallery 
were many smaller sculptures, drawings and prints. The Snite Museum had a special 
exhibit of the sorts of things a sculptor usually keeps in the studio - the studies and 
maquettes for larger sculptures and pictures of them in situ. They placed three small 
outdoor sculptures in their sculpture courtyard, and had a gallery of Rickey's drawings 
and prints. The special exhibit at the Saint Mary's galleries induded the adornments 
Rickey had made for his wife Edith as well as drawings, prints, sculptures. A single 
sculpture stood outside the childhood home of George Rickey, located at 1005 Wet 
Washington, the residence at that time of Dr. James Mullins, the director lof the IUSB 
library. 

For the opening weekend, early in September 1985, a ticket to tlile exhibition 
induded bus rides between the five venues, plus a large illustrated catalog, organized by 
IUSB graduate Teri Douglas (now Stout). It was a well attended community event to 
celebrate an artist who spent his first five years in South Bend. . 
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ROSETTA 2001 

Once there was a professional gallery on campus, IUSB was able to attract 
nationally known artists who would never exhibit in unsecured or unlit spaces. One of 
them was animal sculptor, Rosetta, who drove a large show of her sculptures from her 
studio in Colorado, accompanied by her husband, Mel Schockner, a nationally renowned 
photographer of sculpture whose work is in many books. Rosetta and Mel spent time 
with IUSB's sculpture students and spoke to the Professional Practices class. 

CHANGING THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE THROUGH SCULPTURE 2003 
Tuck Langland and the National Sculpture Society 

As his final exhibition at IUSB before his retirement in the spring, Tuck chose to 
share the spotlight in the gallery with a few other sculptors from the National Sculpture 
Society whose sculptures were also changing the American landscape. Included in this 
exhibit were the nation's top sculptors, each one showing maquettes for some of their 
monumental sculptures. 

Some sculptors had recently added to our national monuments in Washington -
Stanley Bleifeld's US Navy Memorial, Neil Estern's portrait of Franklin Roosevelt, Glenna 
Goodacre's Women's Vietnam Memorial , Nina Akamu's National Memorial to Patriotism 
that commemorates the Japanese internment during World War II. 

Others commemorated major historical events across the country - Paul Moore's 
Oklahoma Land Rush going up in Oklahoma City, Glenna Goodacre's Irish Immigration 
memorial to go in Philadelphia, Thomas Schomberg's memorial to the American boxing 
team that was killed in a 1980 plane crash .. George Lundeen's sculptures celebrating 
flight include his Aviator at the Denver Airport and his Astronaut that now stands in the 
Capitol Building's Statuary Hall. 

Animal sculptors were well represented - Rosetta, Ullberg, Ostermiller, Offner, 
Akamu, Guelich. Richard MacDonald's sculptures celebrated sporting events: the 
Olympics in Utah and the U.S. Open. Tuck Langland, Jane Dedecker and Zenos 
Frudakis included their allegorical sculptures that have meaning beyond the subject 
matter. 

The exhibit included most of the best portrait sculptors working today. Lee Hutt's 
sensitive portraits were of children, while other sculptures were of better known people: 
Indiana University's Herman B Wells by Tuck Langland, Sacagawea and Ronald 
Reagan by Glenna Goodacre, Mickey Mantle and Charleton Heston by Blair Buswell. 

Other sculptors defy categorization, like Anthony Frudakis, Kirsten Kokkin, Gwen 
Marcus, Herb Mignery, Richard McDermott Miller. All of them represent the best 
figurative work going on in the United States today. 

Because it was his farewell show at the university, Tuck exhibited maquettes for 
his local sculptures: Educators in Mishawaka, Circle of Life in Kalamazoo, Resting 
Dancer in Dowagiac, Herman B Wells in Bloomington, one of the Crossroads figures 
from the IUSB fountain and his newest sculpture, Muse, now on exhibit at the Midwest 
Museum of American Art in Elkhart. 
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FIVE ADMINISTRATIONS & THE FINE ARTS 

Lester Wolfson 
1964-87 

Administration: Hired Harold Zisla to head the new Art Department. 

Art Faculty Positions: Added Harold Zisla (painting & design) 
Tony Droege (painting & drawing) 
Tuck Langland (sculpture) 

Two full-time positions added: 
Jack Brewer (art history) 
Alan Larkin (drawing & printmaking) 

Visiting Artists: Francis X. Nnaggenda, Ugandan sculptor 
Dennis Westwood, English sculptor 

Campus Art: Ring Ribbons purchased by the Class of 1973 
Unplayed Cello purchased by the Class of 1974. 
Student paintings placed in the Administration Building. 

Dan Cohen 
1987-1995 

Administration: Changed the Division of Music into the Division of the Arts and moved 
the Fine Arts Department and the Theater and Communications Department into it. 
Departments were dissolved by Bob Demaree Jr. 

Art Faculty: Harold ZisJa retired as Professor Emeritus. 
... Ben Withers took over art history position. 

fWIiiI Visiting Artists: Arpad Szabados, Hungarian painter i Marek Schmanski, Polish painter 
Dai Chengyou, Chinese painter 
F.X. Nnaggenda, Ugandan sculptor's second visit 

Campus Art: Alumni Association begins Keep the Flame Alive award. 
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Ken Perrin 
1997-2002 

Community. Chancellor's Award to community members who helped IUSB 

Administration: Formed then the School of the Arts 
Added the Electronic Media degree. 

Art Faculty: New design position filled by Karen Ackoff. 
New photography position filled by Andrea Greitzer. 
Added jewelry and ceramics with part-time faculty. 

Visiting Artists: Dai Chenyou, Chinese painter's second visit 

Campus Art: Wiekamp portraits placed in Wiekamp Hall. 
Memory: Though They are Gone Their Impressions 

Remain placed on the mall. 
Student Services Building fountain plans begin. 
Student art donated for student spaces: 

library corridor - six prints 
Student Services Building - oil painting 

Gallery Opens: Opened with a show of current and former members of the art 
department and selected former students. Special shows included: 

Professor Emeritus Zisla's Show 
Colorado Artist Rosetta's Sculpture Show 

First Fine Arts scholarship: Tuck Langland Art Scholarship 

Mae Reck 
2002-present 

Administration: First named school: The Ernestine Raclin School of the Arts 

Art Faculty. Continue to change part time positions to full time or lecturer: 
Ron Monsma becomes full-time drawing/painting lecturer. 
Lecturer position in graphic design added. 
Tuck Langland retires in 2003 as Professor Emeritus. 

First National Exhibition in the Gallery: "Changing the Landscape Through Sculpture," 
an exhibition by Tuck and other members of the National Sculpture Society. This show 
had the First exhibition catalog at IUSB. 

Campus Art: Dedicated Crossroads, the fountain which Ken began. 
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SCULPTURES ON THE CAMPUS OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
SOUTH BEND 

Tuck Langland placed these sculptures on the IUSB campus over a thirty 
year period, making it a time-lapse photograph of Tuck's artistic development. It 
began with a welded abstract sculpture, Ring Ribbons (1973) that he created 
before the campus had a foundry for casting bronze, and it ends with Crossroads 
(2003), an example of the complex, allegorical figurative sculptures Tuck does 
today. Crossroads changed the landscape of the campus as no other sculpture 
has done. 

One sculpture on campus, Freedom (1985), was created by one of his 
students. This stands of the corner of Mishawaka Avenue and Esther Street. 

three of Tuck's sculptures are found on the mall: Ring Ribbons (1974) in 
front of Northside Hall, Memory: Though They are Gone Their Impressions 
Remain (1999) in front of the cafeteria, and Crossroads (2002) which marches 
across the entire campus (850 feet) but is centralized in front of the Student 
Services Building. 

Two buildings have permanent sculptures affixed to the walls. The 
Wiekamp portraits (1994) are on the first floor wall of Wiekamp Hall, and Adagio 
With Landscape (1980) is on the wall in the lobby of the main auditorium in 
Northside Hall. Unplayed Cello (1974) is on the fourth floor of the Schurz Library. 
The Alumni Award, Keeping the Flame Alive and the Chancellor's Award are in 
the Alumni Room and the Chancellor's Office respectively, and the maquette of 
Herman B Wells (2001) is in the Chancellor's waiting room area. 

The IUSB sculpture are presented here in chronological order. 
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1973 

RING RIBBONS 
11' H corten steel 
Mall, outside Northside Hall 

This was the first sculpture on the fledgling IUSB campus. The Class of 
1973 asked Tuck to create a sculpture for a new triangle of land outside 
Northside Hall. Opting to use corten steel because it was affordable to the 
students, Tuck designed Ring Ribbons. The wavy lines parallel to the ground 
represent the St. Joseph River, and the curving lines are the campus and 
community that grew up around that river. 





1974 

UNPLAYED CELLO 
6'H welded steel 
Schurz Library, 4th floor 

The Class of 197 purchased Tuck's Unp/ayed Cello as their graduating gift 
to the campus. Tuck had rescued from the trash the old iron boiler that had been 
taken out of Greenlawn Hall and incorporated it into this sculpture because he 
liked the gentle curve of the metal. It reminded him of the gentle curve on the 
back of cellos. This cello is strung by wires that hold it in the center of a steel 
box, reminiscent of the unplayed Messiah Stradavarius violin in the Ashmolean 
Museum in Oxford, England, which is suspended inside a glass case. 

In 1974, this Unplayed Cello stood in the lobby of the old library, the site of the 
present bookstore. When the Schurz Library replaced the old library, the 
sculpture was placed on the fourth floor. 





1980 

ADAGIO WITH LANDSCAPE 
21" x 15" bronze relief 
Northside Hall Auditorium lobby 

After receiving several summer faculty fellowship, Tuck donated this relief 
".,sculpture to the university as a thank you for enabling him to spend his summers 

on artistic development. The woman stands by an open window, playing her 
violin. This sculpture is on the marble wall in the lobby of the auditorium in 
Northside Half. Soon that waif will contain the words, "Ernestine M. Raclin 
School of the Arts" to celebrate IUSB's first named school. 

"'"' 

-
-





1986 

FREEDOM 
by IUSB student Jon Pontius 
8'H bronze figure 
Mishawaka Avenue and Esther Street, outside the Administration Building 

When South Bend's George Rickey exhibition came down, IUSB was left 
with a tall but empty sculpture stand in the middle of the grass outside the 
Administration Building. Jon Pontius, a student at the time, allowed his large 
sculpture, Freedom, to be installed on that column. He had designed it in class 
and cast it himself in the foundry at IUSB's Wayne Street Studio. 
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1993 

KEEPING THE FLAME ALIVE 
bronze flames with gold leaf 
Alumni Room 

This semi-abstract sculpture depicts flames, which are gilded near the 
edges. Tuck made this sculpture for several years as an annual award for the 
IUSB Alumni Association to give outstanding alumni. One cast stands in the 
Alumni Room on the second floor of Northside Hall. 





1997 

CHANCELLOR'S AWARD 
4" diameter bronze medal 
Plaque in the waiting room to the Chancellor's Office 

Chancellor Ken Perrin asked Tuck to design an award that would be given 
annually to someone who has made a significant contribution to IUSB. Carl 
DeBruin and his staff at Facilities and Management created the wooden stand 
that houses it. In order to display the names of the award's reCipients, Tuck 
made a walnut plaque with the award mounted above the brass name plaques. 
Chancellor Mae Reck, who took office in 2002, continued the tradition of the 
Chancellors Award. 

-





1997 

DOROTHY & DARWIN WIEKAMP 
stainless steel portrait relief 
Wiekamp Hall, main floor hallway 

IUSB's first named building needed a portrait on the wall to let visitors see 
WllO had given generously toward the furnishings of the new classroom building. 
It was cast into stainless steel to match the university seal and the lettering near 
it on the wall. 





1999 

MEMORY: THOUGH TI-IEY ARE GONE, TI-IEIR IMPRESSIONS REMAIN 
q' high bronze 
Mall, outside the cafeteria 

The year 1998 had been a disturbing year with several high profile deaths 
among the IUSB family. One was a well loved staff member who collapsed while 
he was on the job. Another was a student who died under strange 
circumstances, and the third was a retired dean who was mourned by the entire 
South Bend community. So much loss in one year needed a positive emotional 
outlet, so the Student Organization asked Tuck to create a memorial. 

Imagine that a silk cloth has blown against a woman, and then the woman 
has disappeared, leaving her impression in the cloth. This is the memorial 
~culpture placed on campus not far from the cafeteriR 

The unveiling of the sculpture, Though They Are Gone, Their Impressions 
Remain, was a healing occasion. Special invitations had been sent to families 
who had recently lost an IUSB student, faculty member, or staff member. During 
the ceremony, these family members came forward and placed a long stemmed 
red rose at the foot of the sculpture in memory of their loved one. Months later, 
these roses remained undisturbed, and eventually they disintegrated right where 
they had been placed during the ceremony. 





2001 

HERMAN B WELLS 
H31ifesize bronze maquette for the figure in the Helman B Wells Plaza on the 
Bloomington campus 
Chancellor's Office waiting room 

Herman B Wells was appointed president of Indiana University the yeRr 
before Tuck Langland was born, and he died only months before Tuck finished 
this portrait. It was Dr. Wells who took a small college in the middle of corn fields 
and turned it into an internationally recognized university. He was a man of 
vision and enormous humanity. 

In spite of Dr. Wells' busy schedule, it was his habit to leave his 
office and walk on campus between classes so he could see the students and 
talk with them, thereby keeping a pulse on his campus and helping individuals 
along the way. When Dr. Wells met someone, whether it was a young student or 
Notre Dame's Father Hesburg, who had helped him start a regional campus in 
South Bend, he never seemed to forget that person's name. They were all 
equally human and equally memorable to him. 

In Dr. Wells' 97'h year, Bob LeBien of Bloomington was saddened at the 
thought that some day Dr. Wells' ubiquitous presence on campus would come to 
an end. He started a committee to get a portrait sculpture of Dr. Wells placed on 
the main campus. Bob LeBien asked his gallery in Colorado about a portrait 
sculptor, while Heidi Gealt, director of the Indiana University Art Museum asked 
the National Sculpture Society in New York City. Both got the same answer: We 
have several capable sculptors, but you have one right there in your own system 
- Tuck langland. 

While the full size portrait of Herman B Wells is on the Bloomington 
campus, IUSB has a cast of the maquette. It will remind us of the man who had 
the vision to form a regional campus in SOllth Bend and the contacts to make it 
happen. 

-

-





2003 

CROSSROADS 
850' long limestone alignment, 25' diameter fountain with two TH bronze figures 
Mall, outside the Student Services Building and beyond 

Crossroads will be installed in front of the new Student Services Center 
shortly before Tuck's retirement in May 2003 after thirty-eight years of teaching, 
thirty-two of them at Indiana University South Bend. In many ways, Crossroads 
is his most mature sculpture on the campus, stemming as it does from years of 
visual experience, of manipulating clay, of considering ideas, and of travel. 

The center of the sculpture may be in the fountain in front of the Student 
Services Center, but the outer edges reach across the entire campus, connecting 
the Administration Building to the Schurz Library. Put another way, it connects 
the storehouse of recorded knowledge with those who organize the university's 
ability to share this knowledge among all citizens. Central to the university's 
mission are the students, symbolized by the Student Services Center. 

The 850 foot long line of Indiana limestone boulders that cross the 
campus are a link with the mysteries of the past. Although we don't know why 
prehistoric man placed stone alignments to march across the landscape at 
places like Camac in France and Avebury in England, something compels us to 
walk alongside them. In the center of the alignment, where the boulders cross a 
rOiling body of water, two timeless people, one male and one female, are 
captured in the act of helping one another across this fearsome spot. Each is 
headed in a different direction, but they meet at this crossroad along life's journey 
and then move on. 

Other mysteries come to mind. The number of the stones is explained: 
there are nineteen because Indiana was the nineteenth state to join the union. 
The spacing is more mysterious. We leave it to the mathematician in each of you 
to figure the reasoning behind the spacing. 
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	This history was written as my gift to Tuck on the event of his retirement from teaching, a recording of what he has accomplished since we moved to South Bend in 1971. He turned 32 that first autumn at Indiana University South Bend, and now another 32 years have passed. The university has shared the most capable and energetic half of Tuck's life. 
	As an unofficial participant in the growth of the sculpture program, I have the inside, unofficial story. As the family historian, a role I inherited from my mother, I am accustomed to recording names and dates, keeping photo albums and scrapbooks, and writing family stories. It is natural, therefore, that I should feel the urge to write the story of Tuck's years at IUSB. 
	Tuck developed the sculpture program into what it is today, an undergraduate program with an unofficial graduate program hidden inside it. But it isn't just a series of classes; it is an extended family of sculptors. Alongside the traditional family, in which people range from young to old, this family ranges from novice to experienced, from 'wannabe' to emerging artist. The experienced artist helps the novice and grows in the process. When family members grow up and leave, they are always welcome 'home' at
	Many people have experienced a segment of this story, but only Tony Droege,Tuck and I have lived through the entire thing. Much of this has had to be reconstructed from memory, so please forgive any errors. They are not intentional. Also, you should know that the narrative concerning happenings before our arrival has been surmised from conversations. 
	A special thanks is due to our daughters, Tori and Susan, for editing and offering valuable suggestions. Like the family of sculptors at the Wayne Street Studio, our primary family unit of young and old has learned to cooperate and grow together. 
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	AN EMERGING DEPARTMENT ATTRACTS EMERGING ARTISTS: 
	AN EMERGING DEPARTMENT ATTRACTS EMERGING ARTISTS: 
	THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ART DEPARTMENT AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND 
	Although Dr. Herman B Wells was only 36 when he was appointed president of Indiana University in 1937,he had a vision that would transform not just Indiana University but the life of most Hoosiers. He wanted to serve and educate Indiana's citizens closer to their homes by establishing eight branches of the university around the state. By 1940, he had empowered an IU campus in South Bend. 
	In 1964, Dr. Lester Wolfson, then an English professor on the Gary campus, was asked to head the South Bend campus. At that time, the campus included only Northside Hall plus purchased properties: the Huckins building (soon renovated to become Greenlawn), and some nearby houses. 
	Like Dr. Wells, Dr. Wolfson was also a man of vision. While he wanted the South Bend campus to offer a full range of standard academic courses, he was particularly aware of the richness provided by the arts. In his first address to the faculty September 19, 1964, Dr. Wolfson said, "We must use every legitimate way we can to convince our students that drama and film and painting and music are necessary complements to what they read in their literature classes, and the means to the harmonious development of t
	When Dr. Wolfson took charge of the IUSB campus, there were only twenty-two full-time professors, including a painter and a sculptor. By his second year (1965), Dr. Wolfson had added music lecturer Robert Demaree Jr., who was working on his doctorate at the time, and theater professor Dr. Warren Pepperdine. Both these people created strong departments and enriched the lives of students and area residents until their retirement. 
	The following year, 1966, the Fine Arts department got an equally strong leader. Dr. Wolfson hired the most visible local artist in the community, one with administrative experience, a degree in art history, and a lifetime of studio art to his credit. He asked the director of the South Bend Art Center, Harold Zisla, to chair the art department. 
	HAROLD ZISLA, MA 
	Harold Zisla understood the importance of art history in a studio department. He knew that it could elevate studio art classes from 'how-to' sessions to opportunities to address the questions of what and why. With a knowledge of art history, students could place themselves in the continuum of that history to figure out what their art should be about and what purpose it was to serve. Harold wanted to hire an art historian who understood studio art, and studio artists who understood art history. 
	He had a vision of what studio classes in a community university should offer in order to serve the area. The 'in' thing at that time was conceptual art, where students shows might have bags of clay dumped on the floor for the audience to walk through or 
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	balloons filled with helium that gradually fell to the ground before the exhibit was ended. From his years at the Art Center, Harold was aware that area high school students with artistic talent wanted to advance those skills, not branch off into conceptual art. His goal was to create a department that could teach actual skills -drawing, painting, printmaking, welding, carving. 
	When the two current art faculty members failed to get tenure, Harold advertised in the College Art Association bulletin for a painter and a sculptor and drove to the conference in Chicago to interview potential candidates. 
	After interviewing dozens of candidates, Harold called out of his hotel room to those still waiting in the hallway, "Will the next person please come in?" A young painter with wild curly hair crawled through the doorway, dragging his portfolio behind him. Perhaps his body ached after sitting on the floor for two hours. Whatever the reason, Tony Droege's entrance made Harold laugh heartily. He already liked this guy, and the work in the portfolio confirmed that he had finally found his painting professor. 
	"Do you know a sculpture who can actually DO something?" he asked the painter. 
	Tony mentioned his colleague at Murray State University, Tuck Langland, who liked to model, cast bronze, weld, and sometimes carve wood or stone. When Tony got home to Murray, he told Tuck to send in his slides to South Bend right away. The year was 1971. 
	ANTHONY DROEGE, MFA, Iowa HAROLD (TUCK) LANGLAND, MFA Minnesota 
	Tony and his wife loaded two huge moving vans, one with household possessions and the other with his paintings, and moved to Western Avenue in South Bend. Meanwhile, Tuck moved with his young family, including a new baby, from rural Kentucky to a farmhouse in Granger. Granger was so far out in the country in 1971 that the phone company had to lay new wires in order to give them a private line. After converting the bam and stables behind their 1860 farmhouse into a studio, Tuck turned his attention to his ne
	WHY DID THEY MOVE? 
	Tuck and Tony were already part of the large, vibrant art department at Murray State University .. Besides drawing, painting, and sculpture, the department offered fabrics, ceramics, furniture making and commercial art. Tony was one of a group of painting professors, and Tuck was in charge of a sculpture program that had everything, including bronze casting. The facilities were good and getting better. Murray's new art building was under construction and would be habitable in less than a year. Also, Murray 
	Why would they go to IUSB, a school with only one art classroom, one office for the three of them to share, where sculpture was taught in a living room,all on a campus that did not offer degrees in art? When things don't seem to add up, the answer is 
	Why would they go to IUSB, a school with only one art classroom, one office for the three of them to share, where sculpture was taught in a living room,all on a campus that did not offer degrees in art? When things don't seem to add up, the answer is 
	always the same: people. Harold Zisla was relaxed and reasonable, the kind of person to whom both Tuck and Tony could relate, and he was willing to help them get whatever they needed to build a program. In addition there was Lester Wolfson, the chancellor who supported the arts. The promise of being able to build their own programs, flanked by supportive and amicable colleagues like Zisla and Wolfson appealed to these two young and adventurous artists. 

	With good people to work with, in a school that wanted and valued them, they would be happy. Bot Tuck and Tony knew that, over time, they could acquire the tools and facilities they needed to develop a good art program. In short, IUSB had promise. A new addition to Northside Hall was in progress, and in it, the architects were including spaces for painting, drawing, sculpture, ceramics and printmaking as well as art history. They would also have a secretary and a slide library. In only one year the building
	Another good thing: Indiana University allowed life drawing and life modeling from nudes, whereas Murray had insisted that the models wear bikini underwear. As students, both Tuck and Tony had used the nude model, and teaching the figure without one was like learning to use a computer using only a chalkboard. The straightforward acceptance of nude models at IUSB made them feel comfortable. Without hesitation, they both accepted the jobs offered to them. Life was looking very, very good. 
	WHEN THEY ARRIVED 
	The art department already had a good foundation when Tuck and Tony arrived. There was a variety of courses -art history, art appreciation, drawing, design, painting, sculpture, printmaking, art education -most of them taught by the best people in the community. There was already a core of students eager to learn more about art. What it lacked was a vibrant core of full-time professors to propel the program forward. It needed to go from local to national in outlook. Tuck and Tony, with Harold's help, needed
	4 
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	THE ART DEPARTMENT EXPANDS 
	THE ART DEPARTMENT EXPANDS 
	1971 -1974 
	GETTING STARTE
	D 

	While Tony and Harold worked out the details of sharing a single painting and drawing dassroom in Greenlawn Hall, Tuck went to look at his sculpture facility. Whatever it looked like, he knew it would only be temporary. By next year both 20 and 3D dasses would have specialized space in the Northside Hall addition. For now, sculpture would be taught in two adjacent houses on 20Street. Tuck did a walk-through to assess the equipment and make out a wish list. The former didn't take long. Assets: a few rusty, p
	th 

	Tony had the bare basics for drawing and painting: easels and students. There were no tabarets, no objects to use for still life, but Tony's dass could survive for a while. It was Tuck's sculpture program that needed immediate help. Harold Zisla dedicated much of his budget and found additional money with which to buy modeling day, and the students bought their own modeling tools. To keep materials cost down for the students, everything was done with plaster, which, at that time, cost less than three dollar
	Another monetary consideration was the budget for models, which would now have to be divided by three dasses drawing, painting and sculpture. 
	A FIGURATIVE ART DEPARTMENT 
	It was about this time that Harold Zisla had an inspiration for his department. He wanted to make IUSB the best figurative art department in the area. Tuck gave up his occasional welded and abstract work and concentrated on the figure to further this goal, and the three artists produced numerous portraits. 
	THREE ARTISTS, THREE VIEWS, a faculty exhibition 1973 
	All the portraiture being produced gave Tuck's wife, Janice, an idea: why not have Tuck, Tony, and Harold all make portraits of one another and of the three wives for a show. The three artists would each present their own view of the six subjects. Harold approached the South Bend Art Center and the show was scheduled. Each artist would make a minimum of six pieces, one of each person, though they could do more. In January 1973, Three Artists, Three Views opened at the Art Center with 57 pieces of artwork. I
	!"
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	HAROLD ZISLA AS MENTOR 
	Harold Zisla, in his early forties at the time, was a mentor to young Tuck and Tony who were on either side of thirty years old. Harold's humor, his knowledge of art history, and his outgoing personality made him a beloved celebrity in town, and he cared enough for the two young men he had hired to help them in every way. He shared his university office with them and gave them increasing responsibilities as they became more capable within that new environment. They were invited to dinners at his house, intr
	SOLO EXHIBITIONS 
	The first thing Harold Zisla did was to arrange for both Tuck and Tony to have solo exhibitions at the South Bend Art Center so the community could get to know them and their artwork. Tony's exhibition, his very first solo show, opened in the fall of 1971, and Tuck's took place in spring 1972. 
	Looking back, Tuck's exhibition was an odd mixture: cast bronze portraits, welded and painted steel abstractions, cast organic abstractions, and walls covered with drawings. It was not the cohesive exhibition he would have today. It was as if Tuck hadn't yet found his voice, or perhaps his interests were too broad for the 32 year old to have specialized in one of them. He was still open to experimentation across a broad spectrum. 
	JURYING SHOWS, GIVING LECTURES 
	Harold Zisla was often asked to jury local art shows, and he was a popular public speaker, but soon he shared these opportunities to interact in the regional art world with his younger professors. 
	Harold also had his own television series about art, so he invited each of them to be his guests on one of the shows. Later, when Notre Dame radio approached Harold about doing a thirteen week show on the arts, he declined, but he passed on Tuck's name as a possibility. Tuck, who loves to partidpate in all aspects of the arts, from art, music, theater and dance to poetry and creative writing, gladly accepted. Tuck generally invited a guest and had a discussion about an aspect of the arts. For instance, chor
	Growing out of this experience, in October 1974, WSBT-TV invited Tuck and Harold to create a 13 week series about the state of art in the community. They called it 
	One Sense Beyond. 
	Because Harold Zisla and Tuck (whose real name is Harold) worked so well together, they drew a great crowd at the Art Center for The Harold & Harold Show in which they lectured and did portraits of one another. 
	In December 1974, the two of them presented a five-session art series at the South Bend Art Center, discussing the art of Holland, Paris and London and Tuck's specialty, French and English Gothic architecture. Once again, the art community was helping one another. The art center had been good to IUSB, and they were now giving back. This mutual cooperation continued for years. 
	ART APPRECIATION 
	In those first years, Harold challenged Tuck to take on more and more responsibilities. The first one was to teach art appreciation, a dass that would normally be taught by an art historian rather than a sculptor, but their art historian at that time was part time and could only teach one dass a semester. They needed Dr. MarjOrie Kinsey to teach more advanced dasses for art majors, like the History of Western Art, and art appreciation was for non-majors. 
	At first, Tuck didn't feel comfortable about the idea, but when Harold said that being able to teach such an essential class would make him more valuable to the university in case the demand for sculpture dass diminished, Tuck decided to give it a go. He spent a summer reviewing his art history books and reading more about each period. This level of study continued every semester over the many years that he lectured. 
	CHAIRMAN CHANGES 
	A second challenge came in 1974 after Tuck was promoted to associate professor and granted tenure. Tenure qualifies a professor to be on special university committees. It also opens up the possibility of a leadership role as department chairman. Almost as soon as Tuck received news of his tenure, Harold Zisla asked him to take over as chairman of the art department. Harold had done it for many years, and he would be glad to hand it over. Tuck accepted. 
	Later, when people congratulated Tuck on his advancement to chairman, he would say, "Suppose three guys are walking up the hill, and one of the guys is carrying a heavy bucket. If you take the bucket from him. Is it an honor to take your turn carrying the heavy load?" 
	Back then, there was no advantage to being a chairman except a theoretical bit of released time. The department was too small to allow released time without hurting the program, so no one ever took it. On top of his annual overload, Tuck added the responsibilities of the chair. 
	Eight years later (1982) Tony carried the bucket. Each of these professors advanced the department in -different ways, according to their own particular skills. Harold Zisla, the people person, assembled a group of talented artists and gave them free rein to build their own areas. Tuck, the word person,established degrees, grants, 
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	and exchanges. Tony was best with money, so he systemized the way the department dealt with money and worked out a budget. Later, printmaker Alan Larkin would take the reins and develop the department organizationally, an especially important job at that time (1990), as the department was larger and needed more organization. Between Alan's two stints as chairman, Dr. Ben Withers, the art historian educated at the University of Chicago, added an understanding of university politics and procedures to the role
	NEW ART DEGREES 
	Soon after Tuck became chairman, Harold suggested that Tuck write a proposal to allow IUSB to give its own BA in fine arts. At that time, an art student could study at IUSB for up to three years, but they were required to spend their fourth year in residence at Bloomington to get an Indiana University degree from Bloomington. Most IUSB art majors got a waiver to this rule because couldn't leave their jobs and families for a year. Harold had tried unsuccessfully in the past to get the degree from the IUSB ca
	In the eighties, Tuck worked collaboratively with Indiana Vocational & Technical College to propose they give a joint IUSB-Ivy Tech BFA degree. Ivy Tech art credits would count at IUSB so that students who had finished Ivy Tech's program could continue their education at IUSB to get a degree. Conversely, IUSB art students who wanted to take the specialized dasses that Ivy Tech offered -welding, commercial art, computer design -could get credit for doing so. The Trustees accepted the idea but didn't fund it,
	Creative thinking was essential in order to answer students' requests for a more advanced degree. Soon Tuck came up with another proposal. Knowing that, because of budget restraints, a proposal for a new Bachelor of Fine Arts degree would likely be quickly dismissed, Tuck titled his new request (in bold across the top of the page): THE ZERO DOLLAR BFA. It was an offer too good to refuse. Within a few days, the department announced the availability of a BFA at IUSB. 
	Tuck had also written a proposal for a Masters in Fine Arts back in the nineties, but it was never passed. A master's program requires individual studios for each student, which the art department, indeed the burgeoning campus, could not handle. 
	Right now, the art department is suffering growing pains. As our culture employs more and more artists to design products and packaging, to provide the visuals for TV, DVD, movies and the web, to illustrate the increasing number of books and magazines printed, and to change America's cityscapes with sculpture, the demands on the art department increase. What is in short supply is space, adequate budgets, and support staff. It is time for these things to catch up to the program before further growth is allow
	On top of this, there is the need to Interpret our culture for future citizens. That's why art history is such an important component of an art degree. By studying the past through its art, we become aware that today's art must interpret teday's feelings about humanity, diversity, the role of women, how we treat one another, what we value, what is important to us. Art tells us who we are. 
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	THE ART DEPARTMENT GETS STRONGER 1975 to present 
	While the narrative about the sculpture program, the actual subject of this history, continues in the next chapter, the need to put sculpture into a context compels me to complete a brief history of the art department. Beginning in 1975, several important additions to the art faculty helped improve the weight and quality of the IUSB art degree. 
	A FULL TIME ART HISTORIAN 1975 
	A university art program is not the same as an art college that only teaches studio skills. University students need to study art history so they can understand where their profession comes from and figure out their role in it. It is also good for students to have the option of following their love of art down different corridors, not just into the studio, but into the museums and archaeological studies of art through the ages. It was essential for a rounded art program that the first additional full time a
	A FULL TIME PRINTMAKER 1977 Alan Larkin, MFA penn State 
	Another part time position changed to full time in 1977 when Tuck hired Alan Larkin, a printmaker. Alan was a gifted young artist capable of complex drawings of still life and the human figure. When Alan arrived, he set about expanding and improving the printmaking program, and the art department continued moving in the right direction, the direction of excellence. 
	With Alan Larkin on the faculty, the three studio artists became four. 
	FOUR FIGURATIVE ARTISTS TRAVELING EXHIBITION, another faculty show 1980-1981 
	Once again, Janice organized a group exhibition. By this time, she had founded her own company, Art Service, through which she managed Tuck's sculpture career and also assisted other artists and art organizations. This experience served her well as she organized the entire show on her own. 
	With guidance from Dr. Eileen Bender, Janice wrote a successful Indiana Arts Commission grant for a traveling exhibition for the four artists -Harold Zisla, Anthony Droege, Harold Langland and Alan Larkin. The grant covered crate and pedestal construction and a catalog, and the university matched with office space, the use of a van, telephone costs, and mailings. 
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	In 1980-81 the exhibition traveled to five venues in northern Indiana and southern Michigan with a beautiful catalog designed by local photographer Ed Dams. The show opened in Valparaiso University, traveled to the Krasl Art Center in St. Joseph, returned to Art Center, Inc. in South Bend, then went to the Lafayette Art Center before ending at the Anderson Fine Arts Center. A total of forty artworks were in the show, ten by each artist. 
	OTHER FACULTY SHOWS 
	The art department studio artists always participate in the Annual Faculty Art Show at the university, a show in which they exhibit their new work from the previous year. In addition, they have often been invited to exhibit together elsewhere. At first they were local and regional invitations, like the show Tuck, Tony and Harold had in March 1976 at the St. Joseph Art Association in Michigan. Later, as their careers developed, they were invited further afield. 
	The entire Indiana University art faculty from all campuses participated in a statewide traveling exhibition organized. Called Directions, and organized by Professor Tom Thomas from the Richmond campus, this 1995 show boasted an excellent color catalog. 
	In 1996, Tuck and Tony were invited to exhibit first at Promega Corporation's gallery in Madison, Wisconsin in September-October and then take the same exhibit to Culver-Stockton College in Canton, Missouri for a November-December show. 
	FULL TIME PHOTOGRAPHER AND GRAPHIC DESIGNER 1997 Andrea Greitzer, MFA Northeastern University Karen Ackoff, MFA Rochester Institute of Technology 
	It took twenty years before I USB could hire the next full-time faculty members to nurture programs that, although already in progress, were under-funded and understaffed. Better late than never. They quickly set about updating the equipment and had instant success in their areas. 
	A larger faculty meant larger exhibitions. 
	In 1998, the W.R. Monroe Museum invited the entire art faculty was invited to exhibit their work in Three Rivers, Michigan. By that time, the faculty had expanded to include photography, graphic design and video, and seven art professors displayed work in the show: Langland, Droege, Crimson (adjunct-sculpture), Lasater (video), Larkin, Greitzer, Ackoff. 
	TO DATE 
	Demand for art classes has outstripped the university's ability to hire full time professors, causing adjunct instructors to outnumber them. This is being addressed at present by creating Visiting Lecturer positions, and as of 2001, two have been added to fine arts. Ron Monsma is teaching painting and drawing, and Scott Hatt is teaching graphic design. Further improvements are needed, like support staff for fine arts. The history of the art department is a work in progress. 
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	Sculpture classes were first held in two adjacent houses on 20
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	With minimal budget and a difficult space, sculpture classes began in the two adjacent houses. They had a model, enough clay for each student, and some bags of plaster. Tuck worked to guide his students through their first creative assignment: learning the anatomy of the head and creating a portrait of the model. Once the head was completed in clay, the class had it technical assignment: make a plaster waste mold, cast the sculpture into plaster, and mount it on a wooden base. Painted to resemble bronze, th
	SCULPTURE FACILITIES CHANGE 1972 -1975 
	Tuck soon discovered that having his classes meet in two separate but adjacent building was not good for himself or for the students. Because neither house had room for the entire class to work in, students were scattered in two houses. In order to give a demonstration, Tuck either had to do it twice, once in each building, or he had to visit each room of the two houses and tell everyone to meet in one room in a few minutes. This wasted everyone's time. Further, lessons he gave to individual students in one
	The small space and lack of tools also limited the kinds of sculptures students could produce, but they were able to hold their breath for just this one year. By September 1972, they were scheduled to move into the new Art Department facilities in Northside Hall. Tuck had already ordered the tools he wanted for his new sculpture program, and he began to build a tool cabinet and workbench in anticipation of their move. 
	When the art department was at last allowed to preview their new Northside facility, it was immediately obvious to Tuck that architects, not artists and teachers, had not been involved in the planning. While the offices and the painting and drawing room were excellent, the slide library for art history was smaller than the men's bathroom, and sculpture was assigned a 25' x 25' room next to a woefully inadequate printmaking studio -one without water or ventilation, two essentials for printmaking. Also carved
	There were serious safety issues as well. The art department facility was on the second floor, directly over the future library. Imagine the noise and dust that would sift 
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	down to the library when the sculpture students used their new table saw, jointer and sander! Also, the pottery kiln vented into the heating and air conditioning system. The minute it was turned on, it would have overheated the duct system, which would have sent an alarm to the fire department. It was a disaster waiting to happen. 
	Tuck asked the architect about the 25x25 room intended for sculpture. "I have n he told the architect. "How am I supposed to get 20 students into this classroom?" He was told that, according to the guide book on art departments, an art student needed 32 square feet of studio space. "Whose square footage does the band saw go in?" Tuck wanted to know. 
	more room than that for my own personal studio at home, 

	Sculpture never moved into that space. Instead, the brand new walls dividing the sculpture, ceramics and printmaking studios were taken down. They added the necessary sinks and ventilation for the etching acid and made an adequate printmaking studio. The ceramics program was put on hold, and sculpture was told to stay in the old houses. 
	This was sculpture's low point, but not for long. Tuck successfully argued that holding a class in two small houses was unsatisfactory, and since his program was not to move into Northside, they had to be moved to something more appropriate. That summer, he loaded all the sculpture equipment into his station wagon and moved to his new facility, a Jarger house on Mishawaka Avenue. Also at that time, the equipment he had ordered for Northside began to arrive: drill press, table saw, band saw, jointer and sand
	Frustrated by working in larger but still inadequate space, Tuck designed an ideal teaching studio, received estimates for having a Butler building erected on campus, and presented the idea to the university, along with his reasons not to continue teaching in an old house. Perhaps a visit from Occupational Safety & Hazards Administration (OSHA), which came at about that time, added weight to Tuck's plea to move the sculpture program. No one remembers the details, but we can imagine that OSHA inspectors felt
	Bloomington, which never makes snap decisions based on immediate need, ruled out constructing something on campus, so they had to find an industrial building for rent. The perfect building, one that matched Tuck's design, was for rent at 910 East Wayne Street, only a mile from campus. It needed a major clean up, but it had what they needed: cement block construction for safety, garage doors for large deliveries, regular doors for students, four work rooms and an office. By September 1974, the building was r
	All the equipment that had been purchased for the Art Department's space in Northside, including the twenty cubic foot pottery kiln, was moved to Wayne Street. Suddenly, much more was possible. 
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	YEAR FIVE -SCULPTURE MOVES OFF CAMPUS; FIRST VISITING ARTIST 
	1975 -1976 
	The summer of 1975 found Tuck once again moving into new space. Although the university had fixed up the building, it was up to Tuck to put everything into place the way it needed to be to make a workable space. Like any big move, new quarters call for new items, so Tuck got to work. 
	Once a finalist in furniture design for a Fulbright Fellowship to Finland, Tuck found himself using those woodworking skills to make rougher storage for the Wayne Street Studio. He made lockable tool cabinets for the metal room and the woodworking room. Then, knowing that students would need additional guides for maintaining order, he painted outlines of each tool so they would always be found in the same place by every student in every class. Tuck made storage bins for the different sizes and qualities of 
	Because sinks in a sculpture studio are often used for cleaning out plaster buckets, Tuck designed and built a large resin-covered wooden sink with a trap for collecting the plaster to keep from clogging the drains. (This design was later published in his first book, Practical Sculpture, and copied by appreciative stUdios across the country.) 
	He spent weeks installing the kiln and power tools, pushing heavy workbenches into place, and making wooden platforms to protect the nude models from the cold cement floor. Going through the university's discarded furniture, he outfitted his office with an old desk, chair, and metal cabinets and acquired miscellaneous chairs and stools for the students. He begged for additional funds to fill in the gaps with equipment he couldn't make, like additional mid-quality modeling stands. Just before the students ar
	Students noticed more than the additional space when class began in September. There was an air of seriousness and professionalism. If having a class in an old living room sent a message that the class was not important enough for a purpose-built space, this semi-industrial space sent a message that the university took them seriously. Suddenly the students took themselves more seriously, and they blossomed further. By the second semester, when bronze casting facilities were finally in place, some of the mor
	. The community also began to notice the sculpture program. Professionals with an interest in sculpture began to sign up for the evening class, and they brought an additional viewpoint to the mix. As can wonderfully happen in a community university, the classes became a cross section of the population between the ages of eighteen and eighty-something. The educated and experienced members of the class and the innocent high school graduates learned different things from one another, and a family feeling began
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	The Wayne Street Studio had four specialized rooms: one for woodworking and carving, one for metal working, a large room for plaster, and a smaller one for wax. The largest room was reserved for modeling because 20 students with their modeling stands encircling a posed model or two requires considerable space for working. Only one thing was missing: a bronze foundry. They already had a kiln that could melt the wax for lost wax casting. Tuck spent that year locating a used furnace for melting bronze, making 
	PHILOSOPHY OF THE SCULPTURE PROGRAM 
	Once Harold, Tony and Tuck had made the decision that IUSB would have a figurative art program, distinguishing it from most college art departments, Tuck had to interpret that decision for the sculpture area. 
	Would he be training future sculptors or giving the general population basic sculptural experience. Since IUSB was not a graduate program, he had to do both. The best talent, the most inspired, the driven students, would become professional sculptors. The others would emerge from the program with an appreciation of sculpture and sculptors. 
	Course goals emerged: Every student will learn something about anatomy. They will gain skills of seeing and making/recreating. They will gain knowledge about art history (and with Tuck, music as well), and insights into what distinguishes fine art from illustration and kitsch. They will know how to manipulate clay, make molds, mix plaster, weld metal together, chase metal with files, cut wood using power tools, make sculpture tools on a lathe, and numerous other useful shop skills that can be used outside t
	TECHNICAL CHANGE THROUGH OBSERVATION and EXPERIMENTATION 
	Tuck did two things that helped his sculpture program develop: visit museums, art departments and foundries, and experiment with new materials and processes in his own studio. 
	Every exploration brought new knowledge back to his students. If something failed, he told them about it so they could learn from his experience. If it worked well, he brought the equipment and supplies to the students and incorporated it into his program. One goal was to find the most efficient way to create sculpture. The less time he or his students spent fixing up their castings, the more time they would have for the act of creating. 
	Figurative artists across the country follow the same steps: model the sculpture in clay, make a mold of it, pour wax into the mold, and convert the wax.to bronze through the lost-wax method of casting. Then come further technical processes: weld the pieces of bronze together, chase and sandblast the metal to make it resemble its original clay version, patina the sculpture, and mount it onto a base. In each step, Tuck challenged both the products and the methods. 
	Most of the creative aspects of sculpture occur while it is being modeled in clay. From there, the process becomes technical, but it takes a creative mind to solve new technical problems. Since each sculpture is unique, no two can get through the technical processes in the same way. 
	The first technical process is to make a mold. Early sculpture students learned to make plaster waste molds, but these made only one cast. If that cast didn't work well, there was no second chance because the plaster is destroyed (wasted) in the process. 
	Another problem with plaster molds was that they broke easily, and the final product lacked the detail of the original, so Tuck experimented. He purchased a variety of molding materials for his home studio, tried them out, and brought the best successes to the students. Black Tufty was good but messy. Smooth-On, which was more expensive, made excellent casts, but it was difficult to mix, and there were many failures. Also, the molds didn't last very long in our humid weather. Nothing was perfect, but it was
	The next step, once a mold has been taken off the sculpture, is casting it into a permanent material. The most beautiful and lasting material available is bronze, and that is what most figurative sculptors use today. 
	Some university sculpture programs make the mistake of visiting a high production professional foundry and bringing professional equipment, materials and methods to the low production university. These always run into trouble because students have different needs, work habits, and schedules from professionals, therefore their needs are different. 
	First, students' work habits are just being formed, so they will make mistakes. The easier the method, the less chance students will have of ruining their creations, wasting materials; and possibly giving up on sculpture. 
	Secondly, students are scheduled to be in the studio three hours at a time, two days a week, while professionals are there eight hours a day six days a week. This special circumstance made Tuck reject ceramic shell casting, preferred by most foundries across the country. Ceramic shell is a fine ceramic powder suspended in a liquid, which must be stirred constantly or it will set. Then the wax sculpture is dipped into it, then dipped into a powder, and lastly, hung to dry, suspended in a ventilated room for 
	Along with needing different methods than professionals, students need different products with longer shelf lives. 
	In 
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	Third is the idea of scale. A professional foundry needs everything to be huge kilns, cranes, crucibles, quantities. Students learn to use lower tech equipment and methods they can use alone in their own studios with no crew of workers to help them. 
	-

	After using water based clay for many years, Tuck began to hear about a new clay made with oil and wax in it, so he bought some for his studio. This clay was very hard to work, so sculptors made heater boxes to soften them. Some used an insulated wooden crate or an old refrigerator with a light bulb in it to heat their clay, but that made the clay nearest the bulb too hot to handle while the clay furthest away was still hard. Foundries could purchase professional warming furniture, but that cost thousands o
	A few years later, with a generous donation from an adult student, Tuck was able to purchase enough of this new clay for the university to replace the old water clay. Over the summer, he made a large heater box for the clay at the university, bought the new clay, and got rid of the dusty water based clay, making the sculpture studio cleaner than it had been for years. The new clay was also kinder to everyone's hands. 
	At his own studiO, Tuck makes his own hand tools for modeling In clay. He invents different tools for each job, including tiny ones with special shapes for small studies and huge textured tools for the monumental sculptures. When Tuck bought a wood lathe for the sculpture program, he was able to show students how to make their own sculpture tools, allowing them to expand their tool box and vary their work at the same time. 
	After each patina workshop Tuck attended, he came back with different chemicals, patina recipes and ideas. Students began to buy Ron Young's book on patination, and later added Pat Kipper's "Patina for Silicon Bronze" to their library. One person's experience became a collective experience, and the ball kept rolling. 
	Both Tuck and his students made other experiments along the way -casting into resin, fake stone, aluminum, and different alloys of bronze. They tried different products in the ~and blaster -different grits of sand, glass bead, plastic beads (which didn't workl). Janet Dean did a successful "kitchen cabinet" patina, suspending a sculpture overnight over a bucket with ammonia on the bottom, creating a beautiful aqua blue patina that worked for small, intimate sculptures. Dan Duessler experimented successfully
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	AN OUTSTANDING SCULPTURE STUDENT BECOMES A DISTINGUISHED ALUMNA 
	Not to mention an early IUSB graduate, Linda Lee, would be to omit a significant force in the development and growth of IUSB's sculpture program. Most people know her by the name of Linda Crimson, the woman who has taught beginning sculpture and 3-D design for many years. Linda is as quiet and to the point as Tuck is talkative and entertaining. Like her personality, Linda's contributions have been reserved and focused, and the sculpture program would not be where it is today were it not for her dedicated pr
	Linda was a young student in Tuck's very first sculpture class at IUSB, so she has been a continuous strand in the history of the sculpture program. When her boyfriend, David Blodgett, found out Tuck and Tony had joined the IUSB art department, he returned from Bloomington to finish his art degree near home. Both he and Linda had to get waivers of residency to graduate from IUSB in 1975. Linda Lee became Linda Blodgett, and the two of them went to Eugene, Oregon to get their MFAs at the University of Oregon
	Their MFA exhibition caused a third name change for Linda. Someone looking at David's work was overheard saying, "Oh, he does sculptures, too," obviously noticing only the last name. In order to avoid that. kind of confusion, and in order to receive due recognition for her work, Linda changed her name to Crimson. 
	Returning to South Bend in 1981, after having been Artists in Residence in North Carolina, Linda was asked to teach one sculpture dass a semester. After the department added a 3-Dimension Design class to the program, Linda began teaching two dasses a semester, a schedule she has kept to this date. 
	Linda has done more for the sculpture program than just meet her classes. She has come in to do her own work and ended up deaning up after students or fixing the equipment. For years, she has driven to 'USB during off hours to turn on the kiln, or to turn it off, and to be there to help someone pour bronze. Linda has always been available to stand in for Tuck, and she has taken on numerous other tasks over the years. She and Tuck may have done more shopping, maintenance and repair work than any ten professo
	Besides teaching, Linda has had a successful sculpture career, winning prizes in the prestigeous Hoosier Salon shows, among others. Linda has created numerous public artworks, some of them sculptures, like the angel in the cemetery on Jefferson, while others are murals which she has painted with her husband, David Blodgett. Those visible from the streets are well known, particularly the one on the Tribune Building and the one on Blume's Pharmacy. There are hundreds of others. They have lived on their art si
	In April 1998, Linda was awarded the Distinguished Art Alumna award by Dr. Demaree Jr. for her outstanding achievement in visual arts . 
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	VISITING SCULPTORS AT Iuse 
	FRANCIS XAVIAR NNAGGENDA, Uganda, Africa 
	1975 and 1995 
	It was more by accident than design that IUSB had its first visiting sculptor, thus beginning an international adventure that spanned decades. The saga began in 1974, just after Tuck took over as chairman of the Art Department, but before sculpture moved into the Wayne Street Studio. 
	Father Lauck, the sculptor at the University of Notre Dame, asked Tuck if he could bring another priest to meet Tuck, a professor of philosophy. At that meeting, the second priest, Father Herman Reith, asked if there was any way Tuck could hire a Ugandan sculptor to teach a dass or two. The Ugandan was an excellent sculptor, Father Reith assured Tuck, with sculptures in museums and public collections all over East Africa and Europe, and his life was in danger. Idi Amin was taking professors out of their cla
	"If I can get Nnaggenda to this country and find him housing, can you give him a part time job? He can't get a visa without a job to come to," explained Father Reith. As chairman of the Art Department, Tuck was able to say yes immediately and figured out the details later. 
	Harold Zisla was going on sabbatical the next semester. Rather than hire a two dimensional artist to cover Harold's classes, Tuck devised another plan. While Father Reith got Nnaggenda out of the country of his birth, Tuck rearranged the teaching schedule for the department. Tuck would teach Harold's art appreciation classes, Tony would teach Harold's design dass, and Nnaggenda could teach both of Tuck's sculpture classes. 
	Leaving his wife and five daughters in the countryside with her parents, a place where his family would be safe, Nnaggenda arrived in Chicago with no money at all and 
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	only a small suitcase of warm-weather clothing. He was safe for a while, but his American adventure was beginning. 
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	Nnaggenda stayed with Tuck's family while Father Reith arranged for permanent housing and a donated car. Nnaggenda tried American foods, so different from Uganda's traditional banana-(plantain) based meals, and only balked at cottage cheese. It looked too different a form of milk for him to trust his stomach to hold it down. 
	During that visit, Tuck asked Nnaggenda which name to call him. The tribal leader had given him a tribal name of Nnaggenda, while the Catholic Church had baptized him with the names of saints: Frances Xaviar. "You can call me any name you want," Nnaggenda offered. 
	"What name does your mother call you?" Tuck inquired. 
	19 
	"Nnaggenda," he replied quickly. Hoosiers have called him by that name ever since. 
	Nnaggenda's art made Americans think of Picasso, but it was Picasso who got his inspiration from African art, not the other way around. Nnaggenda was true to his roots, yet modern at the same time. Nnaggenda's sculptures went down two streams of the same river. Some sculptures were rounded figures carved from wood, while his bronzes were constructed by attaching wax cutouts to one another. 
	While Nnaggenda was at IUSB, he created some sculptures in front of the students, but he also carved on a four foot long log in an unheated garage near his rental home. All these sculptures went with him when he left Indiana. Years later, on a visit to the Kennedy Center in Washington D C, Tuck saw something familiar down at the end of the hall and rushed toward it. It was the log Nnaggenda had carved in that garage, only it now had hundreds of tiny snips of copper nailed to it. It is a permanent part of th
	Visiting artists are the perfect way for a small department to let their students benefit from seeing an artist with a different approach. Nnaggenda was a quiet, humble man who used simple words and sentences to convey very rich and complex thinking. It is a warm but humbling experience to speak with him. 
	Many students became lifelong friends and admirers of Nnaggenda, the most newsworthy being Daniel Swadener, who modeled for painting and sculpture classes while he was an IUSB student. After graduation, Daniel married a Mishawaka woman, Beth Blue, whose life work eventually took her to Africa. This story continues later, after twenty years have passed. 
	Nnaggenda's single semester of teaching at IUSB gave Father Reith several months to work out the next step of saving Nnaggenda's life. From IUSB, he went to Texas, where his family was able to join him. From Texas Nnaggenda got a teaching job in Germany and then Kenya. It was in 1978 that his exile from his beloved Uganda came to an end. Soon their first son was born; they named him Herman, to honor Father Herman Reith. 
	Nnaggenda was not a letter writer, so soon he and Tuck lost track of one another. When Daniel Swadener called to say he and his wife were going to East Africa for the first time, and that he wanted to see Nnaggenda again, all Tuck could do is give him the address of Makerere University in Kampala where Nnaggenda last taught. Daniel wrote and discovered Nnaggenda was still there. 
	Crossing between Uganda and Kenya is alternately difficult and easy, like two brothers who are either best friends or feuding like enemies. While Daniel and his wife were in Kenya, crossing the border was dangerous, so Daniel used the telephone to reconnect with Nnaggenda. 
	A distraught Nnaggenda asked Daniel to do him a favor. Could Daniel find his paintings and rescue them? He left them in a garage in Nairobi when he left the country in 1975, and now the garage was being cleared out for its new owners. The border was too dangerous to cross, so he couldn't go get them himself. 
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	With only days to spare before the garage was to be totally empty, Daniel located the garage and moved 52 Nnaggenda paintings and 2 drawings to his rental apartment in Nairobi. It was crowded, but it gave him time to think about what to do. A contact back in Wisconsin provided the answer. The two men, Daniel and his friend, bought all the paintings from Nnaggenda and shipped them to the United States. An entire chapter of Nnaggenda's artistic life, the paintings he had done from 1967 to 1975, had been saved
	Daniel and Tuck's wife, Janice, decided to inventory, photograph and document the paintings, either using names that were written on the back or giving them descriptive names based on the subject matter, like Mother Comforts Child, or Portrait of Black Woman with Green Halo. Some of the paintings were two or three panels wide. Unfortunately, some of these panels had already been used for building material. The timing that saved these artworks had not been soon enough to save everything. They were happy for 
	Through collaborative effort, Tuck, Janice and Daniel scheduled another visit to the United States for Nnaggenda. This one included two exhibitions of Nnaggenda's paintings, a chance to be Visiting Artist again at fUSB, and a commission to create a sculpture for Promega Corporation outside Madison, Wisconsin, the company founded by Daniel's friend who had helped buy the collection of paintings. This visit was not a flight from danger, but a return in glory. 
	Nnaggenda's first six weeks of this visit were spent at IUSB's Wayne Street Studio, where students could watch him carve an eight-foot walnut log into a Mother and Child sculpture for Promega Corporation and talk with him at will. During that period, he renewed friendships with former students and made new friends. When his exhibition opened, there was standing room only to listen to him talk. Because IUSB didn't yet have a gallery, half the paintings were exhibited in the upper level of the Administration 
	From Indiana, Nnaggenda and his paintings went to Promega in Wisconsin. During the opening reception for the show, Nnaggenda unveiled his carving of the Mother and Child that he had created at IUSB for Promega's lobby. 
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	DENNIS WESTWOOD, England 
	1977-1978 
	The second visiting artist came to America on an official international exchange program administered by the U.S. Government. After Tuck's figurative emphasis and Nnaggenda's African approach, IUSB sculpture students were exposed Dennis Westwood, an English abstract sculptor. Originally trained in the rigid figurative tradition used throughout England when he was a student, Dennis had rejected the figure as too academic and had turned to abstraction as his way to be more creative. However, having created po
	One might call Dennis' sculptures organic abstractions, because they were not constructions. His modeled abstractions always had a sense of weight and volume with hard and soft areas. The drawing of his sculptural line was sensual and sensitive, with equal attention given to both the positive and the negative space. During Dennis' year of teaching at IUSB, several students experimented with abstraction; one in particular never went back to the figure. Yvonne Tofthagen, the Wayne Street Studio assistant at t
	Dennis Westwood had been Tuck's boss when he got his very first teaching job out of college, back in 1964. Without a bronze foundry, Dennis had been casting his sculptures in cement, but Tuck was hot out of the University of Minnesota, and he had bronze casting fever. He wouldn't be happy until he could cast bronze. Soon he had devised a makeshift way to melt and pour bronze after burning the wax out of the mold in the pottery kiln across the courtyard from sculpture. Together, Tuck and Dennis worked to imp
	Tuck knew, when they did their exchange in 1977-78, that he was leaving IUSB's sculpture students in excellent hands. Dennis could model the figure, do portraits and cast bronze, aI/ things that were part of the IUSB sculpture curriculum, but he could also show them something new about abstractions. He was the perfect exchange partner. 
	Dennis has returned· to South Bend many times to visit Tuck and maintain the friendships he had made during his exchange year. On each visit, he has spent a day at IUSB's Wayne Street Studio speaking with the students and critiquing their work. 
	Other visiting sculptors to Tuck's home have also spent a day or more speaking with his sculpture students: Derek Sellars and Dorothy Haworth from Sheffield, England, and animal sculptor Rosetta from Loveland, Colorado, along with her husband, the noted sculpture photographer Mel Schockner. 
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	THE WAYNE STREET STUDIO 
	THE WAYNE STREET STUDIO 
	Two special things have happened since IUSB moved the sculpture program into the Wayne Street Studio. Students working in the studio have developed the sense of being part of a supportive, cooperative family, for one, and secondly, the level of professionalism of the sculpture students has increased. 
	THE SCULPTURE PROGRAM IN ACTION 
	In the large modeling room, beginning sculpture students all work around the same model, first learning about the head, and later the torso, arms, legs, and hands. During each dass, Tuck speaks with every student individually, and occasionally he gives the group a lecture. It might be the anatomy of the eye, for instance, or a slide lecture showing how the eye has been depicted by sculptors through the ages. 
	Once the modeling is done, they learn how to make a mold. Since each sculpture is slightly different, each mold can require a different solution. Sculptors need to be as clever and creative during the technical part of their craft as they are in the artwork itself. 
	Into the mold, students must pour something to make the sculpture permanent. Some use plaster and paint it, while many use wax and learn the lost wax process of bronze casting. In the end, each beginning student has a finished sculpture ready to display in the student show. When the outside juror chooses prize winners at the show, there is no indication of first year or advanced student. Sometimes the prize is given to a student's very first sculpture. This says something good about area talent combined wit
	With this thorough foundation, advanced students are free to choose the sculpture they want to make, thus the evening class has a variety of activities going on in every room of the Wayne Street Studio at once. While many students continue to work from the model, some are welding or chasing bronze in the metal room, while others make waxes in the wax room, or molds in the plaster room, or tools and bases in the woodworking area. The place is abuzz with activity, and Tuck goes from room to room helping every
	A professional foundryman, visiting the Wayne Street Studio during a bronze pouring, was amazed at the quality of the casting. Tuck has experimented and honed the process to eliminate one problem after another to the point that, if a student follows every step correctly, there are no failures. His process is perfect for a small foundry. If a sculpture student becomes comfortable in the small university foundry, that student is prepared to create a small studio foundry after graduation. Tuck tries to give st
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	THE STUDIO ON WAYNE STREET BECOMES A FAMILY OF SCULPTORS 
	Sculpture students often speak of Wayne Street Studio as their family of sculptors. Graduates come 'home' for the traditional parties at the end of each semester and know they will be greeted warmly. 
	Perhaps this feeling of family came about because of the uniqueness of sculpture as a class. Most university classes meet as a group, and then students go off to work on their own. But a sculpture class can't be told to do homework. No home has the space or equipment needed for a sculpture studio or a bronze foundry, so all their work must be done during class, in full view of all the other students. 
	Sculpture students may feel like family because they spend so much time in one another's presence. Like a real family, the sculpture studio includes a mixture of young and old, experienced and neophyte. One advantage of this is that the older or more experienced students spend time helping the new ones. As one mature student said to me, teaching the new students how to do something makes it clearer in his own mind because he has to verbalize what he has learned and explain it clearly 
	A contributing factor to this feeling of family is Tuck's personality. He is a happy, positive person who is fun to be around, and his energy and enthusiasm seem boundless. He also tried to set the tone for seeing the good in everyone and being helpful to one another. We learn by example. 
	HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS 
	Like all families, distant members are always welcome home for the holidays. The Wayne Street Studio has two traditional parties, one at the end of each semester. The spring party always consists of a pot luck dinner fol/owed by the last bronze casting for the academic year. 
	The winter potluck is more of a party, and it's held at the studio the week after the last class session of the semester. Decorations are more creative than traditional. Who could forget the tree decorated with colored pop cans sparkling from the fairy lights? The entertainment, after the food of course, is the gift exchange. 
	The rules for the gift exchange were, 1) the gift must be ugly, useless, or both, and 2) you must take it home with you. We have howled with laughter at the rooster plaque in gaudy colors, the ugly Santa salt and pepper shakers, the angel pitcher, and the contraption to microwave eggs. Then there was the wall hanging made from 30 years of Tuck's ties, the single gift tie depicting an Indiana farm scene, lots of Barbie dolls in outrageous attire, and a stuffed doll that played a tune ... with one flat note. 
	We especially laugh about the day there was a huge, nicely decorated box for the gift exchange. Someone tried to pick it up and declared it must be an anvil. Eve Woodward's eyes. brightened. "I need an anvil. I wonder ... If I choose that gift, will someone help me take it to my car?" Glad to have the big gift off the table, everyone promised to help. The 'anvil' turned out to be dozens of large LP records, and we had a fun time reminiscing about each album and the songs we remembered. 
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	SCULPTOR 'WAYNE STREET' EXHIBITS 
	The sense of fun among the sculpture students spread to the local X-Centric exhibition at the South Bend Regional Museum of Art a few years ago. To celebrate Halloween, the museum offered to show, without jury, any surreal, dad, or just plain weird art that was entered, in a short exhibition. For a week, students set aside their serious work and made something fun for the exhibit. Barry Davis welded cutlery to a small stainless sink, making it appear like a fright wig. Lane Laffoon turned his portrait of a 
	For the second year of the exhibition, the group agreed on a collaborative effort. Julie Neises cast three short legs in a plastic from the doll industry because it feels nearly human. Tuck fashioned a wooden seat to turn it into a stool, and Lane and his wife, Jenny, covered the stool in leopard skin and added a boa around the edges. The sculpture was entered into show under the artist name 'Wayne Street.' 
	But there have been serious exhibitions, too, which took a lot more than one week in preparation. 
	Art reviewer Jeanne Derbeck, quoted below, describes the atmosphere of the studio in her review of the first Wayne Street Studio exhibition in 1986, and the students speak about the place themselves in the handout for their 1994 exhibition. The fact that this group was cohesive enough to have two large exhibitions, including one at the South Bend Art Center, bears witness to the fact that this was not just an ordinary undergraduate program. 
	THE FIRST WAYNE STREET STUDIO SHOW SOUTH BEND ART CENTER October 1986 
	The first thing a cohesive group of artists tends to do is exhibit together, to show the world they are here. The first Wayne Street Studio show was held at the South Bend Art Center (now the South Bend Regional Museum of Art) in October 1986. 
	Artwork induded in the Wayne Street Studio show was by students currently working on their SA in art, degreed students doing more advanced work in sculpture, past students invited back for the exhibition, and professors. 
	Besides Tuck, there was Tony Droege, a painting professor who took sculpture in order to see three dimensionally, and Dennis Westwood, once a visiting artist at IUSB. The fourth was Linda Crimson, the adjunct faculty member who had once been an IUSB undergraduate. 
	The cross section of exhibitors illustrates the variety of people in the Wayne Street family. Two artists were or had been studio assistants in charge of deaning the building and assisting classes. Yvonne Tofthagen assisted while she worked on her SA in art at IUSB. Later she got an MA at Ball State and became an art teacher in Rolling Prairie. Janet Dean, the assistant at the time of the exhibition, was an IUSB 
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	undergraduate student who went on to get her MFA at Cranbrook Academy. She is now a very active, award winning artist in the Chicago art scene. 
	Undergraduate students in the Wayne Street Studio show included Julie Neises, who now teaches art in the Mishawaka School System and attends IUSB sculpture classes at night, Dennis Birdsell who is now an artist and a chemist, and David Layman who is a successful sculptor by night and industrial hose salesman by day. Other students were John Van Dyke, David Gibney, Sam Joseph, wood sculptor Robert Kuntz, and Todd Villeneuve. Todd, who preferred carving stone over casting in bronze, now owns the Marble & Ston
	An article appeared on the front page of the Intermission section of the South Bend Tribune on October 19, 1986 about the Wayne Street Studio. Arts Writer Jeanne Derbeck said, 
	"An unlikely paradise lies behind the bleak door at 910 E. Wayne St. in South Bend. 
	"Inside, the place has all the charm of a cement block garage accented by an every-which-way clutter of shelves, stools, worktable, tools and who knows what else. 
	"A dilapidated sofa, adorned with a continual sifting of plaster dust, is as close to a comfortable seat as you can find in the place. 
	"Yet night after night, a group of people is drawn to the pot, some driving miles to get there. They come after a day's work as teacher, architect, salesman, and a variety of other jobs. 
	"But they have one thing in common: an urge to make sculpture. For them the Wayne Street Sculpture Studio is a place of happiness, and that's one definition of paradise." 
	Another quote from the end of the article has this exchange: 
	"The building at 910 E. Wayne has been home to the IUSB sculpture studio since 1974. 
	"Before that we were in an old house. But that didn't work for us so I went looking for another place," Langland said. 
	"I found this building which once had something to do with fixing automobiles. It was a mess. A disaster. You could almost walk through a wall," he said. 
	"We had to do a lot of fixing up before we could use it," he said. 
	"The lace curtain and doily crowd would probably say it's still a mess. But to those who love the place, it's a friendly, happy mess. There's everything you 
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	need to make sculpture, a sofa to sit on, cool drinks in an old refrigerator and music in the air. ' 
	"I always insist the radio play only classical music. This has been called a combination sculpture and classical music appreciation course,' Langland said. 
	"If the South Bend area has more sculptors than you would expect -and it does -much of the credit should go to the Wayne Street Studio." 
	That, and Tuck's warm, accepting attitude toward people, I rush to add. He is the one most responsible for the development of group spirit, not the building. 
	THE SECOND WAYNE STREET STUDIO SHOW Sculpture at IUSB: The Wayne Street Years Administration Building, IUSB March-April 1994 
	A decision was made that sculpture would move back onto the campus, so a second exhibition of sculpture was organized. Titled "Sculpture at IUSB: The Wayne Street Years," it was intended to say goodbye to the building. As you can guess, the move never happened. 
	An announcement said: "It has been eighteen years since [they moved into the building], enough time for ...the Wayne Street site to grow from merely a building into a vital and active studio. Hundreds of sculptors passed through this studio, each contributing to the artistic process in a personal and unique way. Over thirty of those sculptors will return to IUSB this month to exhibit work they did during their Wayne Street Studio years." 
	The sculpture 'catalog' consisted of statements by each exhibitor, some of whom are now professional sculptors. Some of their statements follow. 
	-, 
	Barbara Barbara: Much gratitude to my Wayne Street family: for Tuck and Linda -my creative parents -and -for the mutual pain and joy shared with the rest of the Adams Family/Brady Bunch. 
	Sylvia Long: Casting in bronze is a complicated process to a student. At the Wayne Street Studio you find a willingness to share experience, expertise, advice, help and muscle. Your work at the sculpture studio often becomes a collaboration. This makes Wayne Street Studio more than just another classroom. 
	Yvonne Tofthagen: I learned so much there. I explored the realms of creativity and expression. I made friends and shared many experiences with my mentors and peers. found joy, pride, excitement, determination, camaraderie, a measure of pain and frustration just for contrast, and even a shoulder to cry on. Wayne Street is part of me. only hope that in some way I have given something back. Thank you, Tuck. 
	David M. Layman: Wayne Street has always been a haven of artistic stimulus -where ideas were shared, challenged, and, most importantly, nurtured. My inspiration has always been the human experience. Style and technique have evolved, but that theme 
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	has always remained constant. 
	Juli~ N~ises: A rew words about working at the Wayne Street Studio: Dust. Clay. 
	InspIratIon. Takmg form. Camaraderie. Passion. Creativity. Collaboration. Molds. 
	Wax. Friendship. Patience. Tuck. Tenacity. Fire. Elation. Perspiration. Swearing. 
	Patina. Bronze. Celebration. Praise. More dust. 
	Nancy Bartels: The Wayne Street Art Studio is a very unique facility. Tuck Langland, a great teacher, talent and intellect, has created and developed an atmosphere of wonderful camaraderie, with total freedom of expression. This tiny foundry has put out many fine sculpture pieces representing this area. 
	Theresa Bolankowski-Serry: Most memorable are three things: the supportive and friendly atmosphere, the people of various ages and professions, and the great political and current event conversations. 
	GROWTH: FROM STUDENT TO SCULPTOR 
	Wayne Street Studio was more than a place to learn sculpture skills, techniques, and the place of sculpture in art history. Tuck likes to call it the how (skills and technique), the what (subject matter), and the why (your place in art history). These are the backbone of an undergraduate sculpture program, but something more happened at the Wayne Street Studio to make it special. 
	The forward hints at a graduate program hiding in an undergraduate program. This is the crosshairs by which the graduate program can be found. It is where the ability to explore and the freedom to explore intersect. 
	Once students have acquired sculpture skills, they are ready to explore, but something more is needed to feel free to explore. When the Wayne Street Studio stud~nts realized that if they experimented, their failures would not be punished or ridiculed, but their successes would be praised and celebrated, both by Tuck and by fellow students, their creative exploration flourished. This exploration is the essence of a graduate program. 
	In sculpture, exploration can take place in two areas: the creation of visual images, and the technical processes to make those creative ideas concrete in order to share your visual idea with the world. In other words, what will your sculpture look like, and how will you manipulate the materials? The technical experimentation, which has already been mentioned, made the program improve. Visual exploration is more personal, and the benefits accrue to society in a well developed individual artist. 
	Because this de facto graduate program was growing within the undergraduate class, sculpture students seemed to become professional at a faster rate. It was like putting plants into ideal growth medium, with optimal light and water; they grow bigger and better. Soon, opportunities normally found in graduate programs -commissions, sales, publicity, special opportunities to exhibit -were extended to IUSB's undergraduate sculpture program. 
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	GLORIA WICKS' SHOW AT SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN COLLEGE 
	Because an SMC art professor had seen Gloria Wicks' work at IUSB, she was a~k~ to haye her own solo exhibition at Southwest Michigan College in Dowagiac, MIchIgan. GIven the small scale of Gloria's humorous figures, filling both a large and a small room with nothing but her own work was a big task, but it was a very successful show. Naturally, her sculpture 'family' was there to enjoy it with her. 
	IUSB STUDENTS EXHIBIT AT THE 
	DANADA NATIONAL INVITATIONAL SCULPTURE SHOW 
	1999, 2000, and 2001 
	The Danada National Invitational Sculpture Show is the kind of weekend show where artists bring their sculptures, set them up on a table, and sit there for two days, talking to the visitors. The hopes are that some of the sculptures will sell, but it is also planned as an educational experience for the community. 
	The sculptors at this show were all professionals, including some at the very top tier nationally. Most were at the next tier, usually making a living on art but sometimes having to take an additional job to make ends meet. This had more to do with the maturity of their careers than the quality of their sculptures, and Tuck kept wishing his best, most serious students could be in this show and interact with these sculptors from across the country. 
	After being invited for several years, Tuck became convinced that his students were making sculptures that were as good as some of the professionals, but his students hadn't yet developed their resumes. Because of his relationship with the show organizers, Tuck was able to convince them to let him curate one table in the display, one labeled Indiana University South Bend, and dedicated to his students work. We asked that their table be placed next to ours so we could introduce them to the artist and counsel
	.. Before the show, Tuck taught lessons to his entire class about professional presentation of their sculptures, like putting them onto quality bases and keeping them beautifully waxed, and his wife lectured on the business aspects of art, like publicity, pricing, networking, and other profeSSional behavior at the show. By the show weekend, everyone was ready. Some students had made business cards, and others brought pictures and other handouts .. 
	The professional sculptors were very welcoming to the students, sharing their techniques, answering questions, and exchanging business cards. The public was also very interested in the students, and although nothing sold the first two years, the students thought the effort was well worth it. 
	Since the students were mostly showing their class projects, that corner of the show was dubbed "Nude Corner," and to our delight, Nude Corner was invited back every year until the organizers ended the show. The unfortunate timing of a show on September 13, 2001, when all of us were still in shock, made for an extremely small and stunned audience. The show was another victim of the terrorist attack, one that has never been counted or reported, but a victim nonetheless. Ironically, that is the one year that 
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	HOOSIER SALON 2002 
	The organizers who installed the competitive Hoosier Salon show at the Indiana State Museum in Indianapolis the summer of 2002 had no way of knowing it, but their choices made the IUSB sculpture program look strong indeed. Tuck's two sculptures and a few paintings were in the central hallway to attract visitors into the exhibition area. As visitors walked into the exhibit, they walked between two glass sculpture cases. In the case on the left was sculpture by adjunct faculty member Linda Crimson, and to the
	STUDENTS GET PUBLICITY 
	As the studio at Wayne Street matured, the accomplishments of students got more sophisticated. Last spring three second year sculpture students got wonderful publicity for their work. 
	Valerie Schafer was the first. She sent a press release about receiving a Wayne Street Award in the 2002 IUSB Student Art Show and ended up with a full page article on herself and the sculpture program, including four pictures. (South Bend Tribune, April 14, 2002) 
	Her brother, Lane Laffoon, got a similar full page article after sending a press release about his Purchase Award at the Hoosier Salon 78th Show. They printed photos of Lane and of four of his sculptures. (South Bend Tribune, August 4, 2002) 
	Teresa Moran's class project, a portrait head of UPS founder Jim Casey, made it into the Inside UPS magazine, including a full page article and four color photos of Teresa and her head. Teresa's 20 year career as a delivery person in the UPS system qualified her for tuition help, so she began working on an art degree. The head will find a home at the UPS headquarters in Atlanta. 
	Individual sculpture students had special mention in the South Bend Tribune's March 31, 2002 Intermission section. The front page article about the IUSB student art show induded a picture of Alex Bluvshteyn and his humorous sculpture, and on the next page was Tina Hepworth's portrait head. Sculpture is only one of the programs in the art department, but it gets a lot of notice. 
	STUDENT SALES 
	In this past two years, several students have competed successfully with professionals. Besides Teresa's portrait for UPS, Valerie Schafer sold a sculpture at the Danada show, Barry Davis sold his portrait of Roy Rogers to the Roy Rogers Museum, and Lane Laffoon won a purchase prize at the 2002 Hoosier Salon exhibit. He was also one of four finalists in a national portrait competition. This is what Tuck spent years working towards, to give his students the tools they needed to make a career in sculpture if 
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	THE FUTURE 
	The Wayne Street Studio, once an empty space, is now equipped for many sculptural processes, and there is an enthusiastic core of advanced students looking forward to working with a new sculptor. Just as visiting artists were good for students, new blood will bring in new energy, new ideas and a new outlook. 
	Although the situation looked promising a couple of times, the studio never managed to move back onto the campus so non-art majors could watch the activity and learn from it. A move back onto the campus would be good for sculpture students, too, to be part of something bigger than their own happy world. This is for the future to handle. 
	1
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	THE HISTORY OF EXHIBITION SPACES ON CAMPUS 
	THE HISTORY OF EXHIBITION SPACES ON CAMPUS 
	1977 STUDENT SHOW MOVES OUT OF THE LIBRARY 
	For the first five years, having an art show at IUSB was not a professional experience. Rather, it was a young university's attempt to give students the opportunity to share their art with other students and faculty on campus. Artwork was hung on any available wall space in the library, like over each study carrel and behind the checkout desk. That meant that visitors to the exhibit had to stand a distance away from the art, somewhat behind a student who was studying. The library student's concentration oft
	This setup also meant that a figurative art department had to deal with complaints about displaying nudes. Some people objected because they were forced to see those figures although they had visited the library for another purpose. It was an unsolvable problem. Students worked from the nude model. How could there be a student show without nudes? 
	A third problem with the library shows was theft. The student show in September 1976 was closed early after four of the best artworks had been stolen. 
	The art department had been asking for a gallery since the early seventies. They reasoned that music students had the Recital Hall in which to share their art with the community, and theater students had the Auditorium in which to perform, but the art students had to make do with unsuitable places for their shows. After the thefts, the Preface joined in that call. These voices, plus a new circumstance, brought about a change. 
	At that time, IUSB was in the process of purchasing three buildings from the AssOciates, and there was hope that a dedicated gallery space would be found in the future Administration Building. 
	It was, and it wasn't. The art department had imagined two adjoining offices, one for a gallery and the other for preparation of the art, and both with locks on the door. That would have solved all the problems. What the art department was offered was a better space to exhibit, but no locks. 
	THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HALLWAY 1976 
	The vast upstairs hallway of the Administration Building was dark and bare, and the people who worked there welcomed the color and distraction of art shows. It made it pleasant to walk in the halls, and the art department met their request to have continual exhibitions. Art professors decided whose artwork should be exhibited, and art student Randy Clark was hired part time to manage the monthly shows. 
	Hiring Randy Clark provided the opportunity to have several shows a year and to bring in work by other artists. This made each exhibition into a teaching tool, and 
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	professors brought their students to the shows to discuss how other artists approached the same problems each of them was facing. But the artists had two problems with the space: the lack of sufficient lighting, and casual security. Also, the problem with displaying nude art continued. Some secretaries didn't want to be forced to look at a nude each time they walked through the hall. 
	THE NEW GALLERY 2000 
	In 1997, when Ken Perrin became chancellor, he recognized the need for the art department to have a gallery, so he got to work on the situation. By 1999, Barbara Warner's generous donation allowed the university to design an art gallery in a corner of a building located on Ruskin Street across the street from the Fine Arts Building. An additional donation by the Wiekamps completed the gallery, and it opened in the year 2000 with an exhibition of alumni and faculty that represented the history of the art dep
	It had taken nearly thirty years for the art department to have the same professional facilities as music and theater, but when the moment arrived, it was wonderful. The facilities had excellent lighting and bare white walls, and even a row of locked display cases. Casual thieves no longer had easy access, and all exhibits could be curated by the art department without worrying about the public who had no intention of seeing an art show as they walked past. Another advantage was that a bolder roster of arti
	LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE 
	As much as the exhibition situation has improved over these 32 years, the gallery has further to go in its path toward professionalism. The empty gallery office testifies to the most immediate need: a well equipped office, a full time director, and a budget. Allowing faculty and their classes free access to the gallery will further improve the teaching usefulness of the exhibitions. 
	Perhaps the gallery director could also be curator of the IUSB collection -all those paintings and sculptures the university owns that have a home but no caretaker. At present, there isn't even a listing of university-owned artwork, nor is there a person who checks on its condition or sees to its maintenance and repair. Some areas of this campus have matured more than others, and perhaps it's time for the thriving art department to come of age. It already has professors with national and regional reputation
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	SPECIAL SCULPTURE EXHIBITIONS AT IUSB 
	SPECIAL SCULPTURE EXHIBITIONS AT IUSB 
	GEORGE RICKEY IN SOUTH BEND 1985 
	The George Rickey in South Bend exhibition was a community-wide effort that took perhaps two years to plan. Tuck represented IUSB on the community committee that included Art Center of South Bend, Notre Dame's Snite Museum of Art, Saint Mary's College and Indiana University South Bend. The exhibition, which included Rickey's kinetic sculptures as well as other artwork, was held at all four locations. Because IUSB had no gallery at the time, they had the major display of large outdoor sculptures. Tuck design
	The Art Center placed a major outdoor sculpture on the island. Inside the gallery were many smaller sculptures, drawings and prints. The Snite Museum had a special exhibit of the sorts of things a sculptor usually keeps in the studio -the studies and maquettes for larger sculptures and pictures of them in situ. They placed three small outdoor sculptures in their sculpture courtyard, and had a gallery of Rickey's drawings and prints. The special exhibit at the Saint Mary's galleries induded the adornments Ri
	For the opening weekend, early in September 1985, a ticket to tlile exhibition induded bus rides between the five venues, plus a large illustrated catalog, organized by IUSB graduate Teri Douglas (now Stout). It was a well attended community event to celebrate an artist who spent his first five years in South Bend. . 
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	ROSETTA 2001 
	Once there was a professional gallery on campus, IUSB was able to attract nationally known artists who would never exhibit in unsecured or unlit spaces. One of them was animal sculptor, Rosetta, who drove a large show of her sculptures from her studio in Colorado, accompanied by her husband, Mel Schockner, a nationally renowned photographer of sculpture whose work is in many books. Rosetta and Mel spent time with IUSB's sculpture students and spoke to the Professional Practices class. 
	CHANGING THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE THROUGH SCULPTURE 2003 Tuck Langland and the National Sculpture Society 
	As his final exhibition at IUSB before his retirement in the spring, Tuck chose to share the spotlight in the gallery with a few other sculptors from the National Sculpture Society whose sculptures were also changing the American landscape. Included in this exhibit were the nation's top sculptors, each one showing maquettes for some of their monumental sculptures. 
	Some sculptors had recently added to our national monuments in Washington Stanley Bleifeld's US Navy Memorial, Neil Estern's portrait of Franklin Roosevelt, Glenna Goodacre's Women's Vietnam Memorial , Nina Akamu's National Memorial to Patriotism that commemorates the Japanese internment during World War II. 
	-

	Others commemorated major historical events across the country -Paul Moore's Oklahoma Land Rush going up in Oklahoma City, Glenna Goodacre's Irish Immigration memorial to go in Philadelphia, Thomas Schomberg's memorial to the American boxing team that was killed in a 1980 plane crash .. George Lundeen's sculptures celebrating flight include his Aviator at the Denver Airport and his Astronaut that now stands in the Capitol Building's Statuary Hall. 
	Animal sculptors were well represented -Rosetta, Ullberg, Ostermiller, Offner, Akamu, Guelich. Richard MacDonald's sculptures celebrated sporting events: the Olympics in Utah and the U.S. Open. Tuck Langland, Jane Dedecker and Zenos Frudakis included their allegorical sculptures that have meaning beyond the subject matter. 
	The exhibit included most of the best portrait sculptors working today. Lee Hutt's sensitive portraits were of children, while other sculptures were of better known people: Indiana University's Herman B Wells by Tuck Langland, Sacagawea and Ronald Reagan by Glenna Goodacre, Mickey Mantle and Charleton Heston by Blair Buswell. 
	Other sculptors defy categorization, like Anthony Frudakis, Kirsten Kokkin, Gwen Marcus, Herb Mignery, Richard McDermott Miller. All of them represent the best figurative work going on in the United States today. 
	Because it was his farewell show at the university, Tuck exhibited maquettes for his local sculptures: Educators in Mishawaka, Circle of Life in Kalamazoo, Resting Dancer in Dowagiac, Herman B Wells in Bloomington, one of the Crossroads figures from the IUSB fountain and his newest sculpture, Muse, now on exhibit at the Midwest Museum of American Art in Elkhart. 
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	FIVE ADMINISTRATIONS & THE FINE ARTS 
	Lester Wolfson 
	1964-87 
	Administration: Hired Harold Zisla to head the new Art Department. 
	Art Faculty PositionsAdded Harold Zisla (painting & design) Tony Droege (painting & drawing) Tuck Langland (sculpture) 
	: 

	Two full-time positions added: Jack Brewer (art history) Alan Larkin (drawing & printmaking) 
	Visiting Artists: Francis X. Nnaggenda, Ugandan sculptoDennis Westwood, English sculpto
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	Campus Art: Ring Ribbons purchased by the Class of 1973 Unplayed Cello purchased by the Class of 1974. Student paintings placed in the Administration Building. 
	Dan Cohen 
	1987-1995 
	Administration: Changed the Division of Music into the Division of the Arts and moved the Fine Arts Department and the Theater and Communications Department into it. Departments were dissolved by Bob Demaree Jr. 
	Art Faculty: Harold ZisJa retired as Professor Emeritus... Ben Withers took over art history position
	. 
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	Visiting ArtistsArpad Szabados, Hungarian painter 
	: 

	i 
	Marek Schmanski, Polish painteDai Chengyou, Chinese painte
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	F.X. Nnaggenda, Ugandan sculptor's second visit 
	Campus Art: Alumni Association begins Keep the Flame Alive award. 
	I!iIII 
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	Lester Lamon, Acting Chancellor 
	1995 -1997 
	Ken Perrin 
	1997-2002 
	Community. Chancellor's Award to community members who helped IUSB 
	Administration: Formed then the School of the Arts Added the Electronic Media degree. 
	Art FacultyNew design position filled by Karen Ackoff. New photography position filled by Andrea Greitzer. Added jewelry and ceramics with part-time faculty. 
	: 

	Visiting Artists: Dai Chenyou, Chinese painter's second visit 
	Campus Art: Wiekamp portraits placed in Wiekamp Hall. Memory: Though They are Gone Their Impressions 
	Remain placed on the mall. Student Services Building fountain plans begin. Student art donated for student spaces: 
	library corridor -six prints Student Services Building -oil painting 
	Gallery Opens: Opened with a show of current and former members of the art 
	department and selected former students. Special shows included: Professor Emeritus Zisla's Show Colorado Artist Rosetta's Sculpture Show 
	First Fine Arts scholarship: Tuck Langland Art Scholarship 
	Mae Reck 
	Mae Reck 
	2002-present 
	Administration: First named school: The Ernestine Raclin School of the Arts 
	Art Faculty. Continue to change part time positions to full time or lecturer: Ron Monsma becomes full-time drawing/painting lecturer. Lecturer position in graphic design added. Tuck Langland retires in 2003 as Professor Emeritus. 
	First National Exhibition in the Gallery: "Changing the Landscape Through Sculpture," an exhibition by Tuck and other members of the National Sculpture Society. This show had the First exhibition catalog at IUSB. 
	Campus Art: Dedicated Crossroads, the fountain which Ken began. 
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	SCULPTURES ON THE CAMPUS OF INDIANA UNIVERSITSOUTH BEN
	SCULPTURES ON THE CAMPUS OF INDIANA UNIVERSITSOUTH BEN
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	Tuck Langland placed these sculptures on the IUSB campus over a thirty year period, making it a time-lapse photograph of Tuck's artistic development. It began with a welded abstract sculpture, Ring Ribbons (1973) that he created before the campus had a foundry for casting bronze, and it ends with Crossroads (2003), an example of the complex, allegorical figurative sculptures Tuck does today. Crossroads changed the landscape of the campus as no other sculpture has done. 
	One sculpture on campus, Freedom (1985), was created by one of his students. This stands of the corner of Mishawaka Avenue and Esther Street. 
	three of Tuck's sculptures are found on the mall: Ring Ribbons (1974) in front of Northside Hall, Memory: Though They are Gone Their Impressions Remain (1999) in front of the cafeteria, and Crossroads (2002) which marches across the entire campus (850 feet) but is centralized in front of the Student Services Building. 
	Two buildings have permanent sculptures affixed to the walls. The Wiekamp portraits (1994) are on the first floor wall of Wiekamp Hall, and Adagio With Landscape (1980) is on the wall in the lobby of the main auditorium in Northside Hall. Unplayed Cello (1974) is on the fourth floor of the Schurz Library. The Alumni Award, Keeping the Flame Alive and the Chancellor's Award are in the Alumni Room and the Chancellor's Office respectively, and the maquette of Herman B Wells (2001) is in the Chancellor's waitin
	The IUSB sculpture are presented here in chronological order. 
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	RING RIBBONS 
	11' H corten steel Mall, outside Northside Hall 
	This was the first sculpture on the fledgling IUSB campus. The Class of 1973 asked Tuck to create a sculpture for a new triangle of land outside Northside Hall. Opting to use corten steel because it was affordable to the students, Tuck designed Ring Ribbons. The wavy lines parallel to the ground represent the St. Joseph River, and the curving lines are the campus and community that grew up around that river. 
	Figure
	UNPLAYED CELLO 
	6'H welded steel Schurz Library, 4th floor 
	The Class of 197 purchased Tuck's Unp/ayed Cello as their graduating gift to the campus. Tuck had rescued from the trash the old iron boiler that had been taken out of Greenlawn Hall and incorporated it into this sculpture because he liked the gentle curve of the metal. It reminded him of the gentle curve on the back of cellos. This cello is strung by wires that hold it in the center of a steel box, reminiscent of the unplayed Messiah Stradavarius violin in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, England, which is 
	In 1974, this Unplayed Cello stood in the lobby of the old library, the site of the present bookstore. When the Schurz Library replaced the old library, the sculpture was placed on the fourth floor. 
	Figure
	ADAGIO WITH LANDSCAPE 
	21" x 15" bronze relief Northside Hall Auditorium lobby 
	After receiving several summer faculty fellowship, Tuck donated this relief 
	".,
	sculpture to the university as a thank you for enabling him to spend his summers on artistic development. The woman stands by an open window, playing her violin. This sculpture is on the marble wall in the lobby of the auditorium in Northside Half. Soon that waif will contain the words, "Ernestine M. Raclin School of the Arts" to celebrate IUSB's first named school. 
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	Figure
	FREEDOM 
	by IUSB student Jon Pontius 8'H bronze figure Mishawaka Avenue and Esther Street, outside the Administration Building 
	When South Bend's George Rickey exhibition came down, IUSB was left with a tall but empty sculpture stand in the middle of the grass outside the Administration Building. Jon Pontius, a student at the time, allowed his large sculpture, Freedom, to be installed on that column. He had designed it in class and cast it himself in the foundry at IUSB's Wayne Street Studio. 
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	KEEPING THE FLAME ALIVE 
	bronze flames with gold leaf Alumni Room 
	This semi-abstract sculpture depicts flames, which are gilded near the edges. Tuck made this sculpture for several years as an annual award for the IUSB Alumni Association to give outstanding alumni. One cast stands in the Alumni Room on the second floor of Northside Hall. 
	Figure
	CHANCELLOR'S AWARD 
	4" diameter bronze medal Plaque in the waiting room to the Chancellor's Office 
	Chancellor Ken Perrin asked Tuck to design an award that would be given annually to someone who has made a significant contribution to IUSB. Carl DeBruin and his staff at Facilities and Management created the wooden stand that houses it. In order to display the names of the award's reCipients, Tuck made a walnut plaque with the award mounted above the brass name plaques. Chancellor Mae Reck, who took office in 2002, continued the tradition of the Chancellors Award. 
	-
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	Figure
	DOROTHY & DARWIN WIEKAMP stainless steel portrait relief Wiekamp Hall, main floor hallway 
	IUSB's first named building needed a portrait on the wall to let visitors see WllO had given generously toward the furnishings of the new classroom building. It was cast into stainless steel to match the university seal and the lettering near it on the wall. 
	Figure
	MEMORY: THOUGH TI-IEY ARE GONE, TI-IEIR IMPRESSIONS REMAIN q' high bronze Mall, outside the cafeteria 
	The year 1998 had been a disturbing year with several high profile deaths among the IUSB family. One was a well loved staff member who collapsed while he was on the job. Another was a student who died under strange circumstances, and the third was a retired dean who was mourned by the entire South Bend community. So much loss in one year needed a positive emotional outlet, so the Student Organization asked Tuck to create a memorial. 
	Imagine that a silk cloth has blown against a woman, and then the woman has disappeared, leaving her impression in the cloth. This is the memorial ~culpture placed on campus not far from the cafeteriR 
	The unveiling of the sculpture, Though They Are Gone, Their Impressions Remain, was a healing occasion. Special invitations had been sent to families who had recently lost an IUSB student, faculty member, or staff member. During the ceremony, these family members came forward and placed a long stemmed red rose at the foot of the sculpture in memory of their loved one. Months later, these roses remained undisturbed, and eventually they disintegrated right where they had been placed during the ceremony. 
	Figure
	HERMAN B WELLS H31ifesize bronze maquette for the figure in the Helman B Wells Plaza on the Bloomington campus Chancellor's Office waiting room 
	Herman B Wells was appointed president of Indiana University the yeRr before Tuck Langland was born, and he died only months before Tuck finished this portrait. It was Dr. Wells who took a small college in the middle of corn fields and turned it into an internationally recognized university. He was a man of vision and enormous humanity. 
	In spite of Dr. Wells' busy schedule, it was his habit to leave his office and walk on campus between classes so he could see the students and talk with them, thereby keeping a pulse on his campus and helping individuals along the way. When Dr. Wells met someone, whether it was a young student or Notre Dame's Father Hesburg, who had helped him start a regional campus in South Bend, he never seemed to forget that person's name. They were all equally human and equally memorable to him. 
	In Dr. Wells' 97'h year, Bob LeBien of Bloomington was saddened at the thought that some day Dr. Wells' ubiquitous presence on campus would come to an end. He started a committee to get a portrait sculpture of Dr. Wells placed on the main campus. Bob LeBien asked his gallery in Colorado about a portrait sculptor, while Heidi Gealt, director of the Indiana University Art Museum asked the National Sculpture Society in New York City. Both got the same answer: We have several capable sculptors, but you have one
	While the full size portrait of Herman B Wells is on the Bloomington campus, IUSB has a cast of the maquette. It will remind us of the man who had the vision to form a regional campus in SOllth Bend and the contacts to make it happen. 
	-
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	Figure
	CROSSROADS 850' long limestone alignment, 25' diameter fountain with two TH bronze figures Mall, outside the Student Services Building and beyond 
	Crossroads will be installed in front of the new Student Services Center shortly before Tuck's retirement in May 2003 after thirty-eight years of teaching, thirty-two of them at Indiana University South Bend. In many ways, Crossroads is his most mature sculpture on the campus, stemming as it does from years of visual experience, of manipulating clay, of considering ideas, and of travel. 
	The center of the sculpture may be in the fountain in front of the Student Services Center, but the outer edges reach across the entire campus, connecting the Administration Building to the Schurz Library. Put another way, it connects the storehouse of recorded knowledge with those who organize the university's ability to share this knowledge among all citizens. Central to the university's mission are the students, symbolized by the Student Services Center. 
	The 850 foot long line of Indiana limestone boulders that cross the campus are a link with the mysteries of the past. Although we don't know why prehistoric man placed stone alignments to march across the landscape at places like Camac in France and Avebury in England, something compels us to walk alongside them. In the center of the alignment, where the boulders cross a rOiling body of water, two timeless people, one male and one female, are captured in the act of helping one another across this fearsome s
	Other mysteries come to mind. The number of the stones is explained: there are nineteen because Indiana was the nineteenth state to join the union. The spacing is more mysterious. We leave it to the mathematician in each of you to figure the reasoning behind the spacing. 
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